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A Note From Steve

I

sn’t it incredible how quickly we can adapt to the biggest of
changes? When I wrote to you at the beginning of the last issue,
we were right in the middle of the uncertainty brought on
by suddenly finding ourselves in an unprecedented country-wide
lockdown. While that uncertainty hasn’t disappeared, there’s certainly
been a sense of adapting to the ‘new normal’ in recent weeks. I hope,
wherever this magazine finds you, that you are safe, well and enjoying
your latest acquisitions from Gemporia and JewelleryMaker.
The ‘new normal’ is definitely the theme around our businesses at the
moment, as we continue to adapt to the fallout of recent events. Our
own David Troth spoke to Gemology of his efforts to stay informed of
what’s going on in the gemstone industry. This is a remarkably difficult
task given how traditional the trade still is, with face-to-face meetings
and handshake deals still commonplace. David reveals how he’s been
adjusting, with details of some phenomenal new gemstone finds, in a
fascinating interview that you can read in just a few pages.
I hope you enjoy reading the rest of the magazine too, which is
packed with features on gemstones, jewellery, fashion, science and
history. You’ll find the second edition of our JewelleryMaker section
tucked away inside, and I hope it proves enlightening and inspirational
to experienced and brand new jewellery makers alike.
I hope that our televisual companionship has been of some
comfort to those of you watching throughout the last few months, and
continues to be so as this situation develops. Your letters and emails
on the subject have certainly been of comfort to us as we’ve made
significant changes to keep our shows on-air. Change is never easy,
but I have always found that embracing change with positivity and
enthusiasm is the key to staying happy, no matter what life throws at
us. Until the next time, my very best wishes.

Steve Bennett
Co-Founder
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Recent Stories and Updates from the Gemporia Partnership

United Kingdom

Tanzania

Birmingham
Assay Office
Launches
Special NHS
Hallmark

Tanzanian
Miner Discovers
Biggest Ever
Tanzanite
Crystals

T

T

he Birmingham Assay
Office has announced
the launch of an
extraordinary optional
hallmark symbol for jewellery
pieces stamped between the
1st of July and the end of
the year. The limited-edition
'Rainbow' mark has been
introduced to raise money
for the NHS and features
a rainbow arc with a heart
sitting at the apex. It will cost
£1 per item of jewellery to
add the hallmark, with the
entire amount going to NHS
charities. The hallmark has
been inspired by people’s use
of a rainbow displayed in a
window to show support for
our key workers in the health
service.
Doug Henry, Assay
Master and CEO of
the Birmingham office,
remarked: “We have been
06
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he owner of a smallscale Tanzanite mine
has been celebrating
after discovering the two
biggest raw Tanzanite
crystals of all time. Saniniu
Laizer and his mining
team happened upon the

gemstones in mid-June, and
both remarkable specimens
were sold to the Tanzanian
government shortly afterwards
on June 24th.
The find earned Mr
Laizer, 52, a cool £2.7
million, with which he intends
to invest in his community.
Mr Laizer said, “I want to build
a shopping mall and a school. I
want to build this school near my
home. There are many poor people
around here who can’t afford to
take their children to school.” Mr
Laizer also confirmed that he

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE BIRMINGHAM ASSAY OFFICE

developing an idea which enabled
us to say ‘thank you to the NHS’
and also to raise much-needed
funds for the NHS charities. The
rainbow seemed to be the obvious
choice, and the addition of the
heart to symbolise love, loss and
hope during the pandemic.”
Limited edition
commemorative hallmarks
are remarkably rare,
with the last being for the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
in 2012. Collectors often
scramble to own a piece with
such a significant stamp,

and they have been known to
become quite collectable once
the symbol has ceased to be
applied.
Hallmarking in
Birmingham, where all
Gemporia pieces are stamped,
has been significantly affected
by the Covid-19 outbreak.
The number of items
hallmarked by month fell 75%
in May 2020, when compared
with 2019. We hope to bring
a selection of pieces to your
screens that feature this special
stamp later in the year.

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE TANZANIA MINISTRY OF MINERALS

would be organising festivities
in his home village to celebrate
the finds and that he plans to
share 10% of the proceeds
from the sale between his
mining team.
The two stones have been
described as ‘dark violet-blue’
in colour and each measure
around 30cm (11.8in) long.
The two crystals weigh 9.2kg
(20.3lb) and 5.1kg (11.24lb),
both comfortably breaking
the previous record of 3.3kg
(7.27lb). Combined, they
weigh a staggering 71,500
carats. The two museumquality pieces are indeed on
their way to a museum. The
Tanzanian government was
quick to snap up the treasures
so they could be displayed in
the National Museum in Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania.
Tanzanite is only found
in one place on the planet, in
the Merelani area of northern
Tanzania. Best estimates are
currently expecting resources
of the gemstone to dry up
entirely in the next 20 years.

FOR THE LATEST NEWS STORIES FROM ACROSS GEMPORIA AND THE GEMSTONE WORLD, YOU CAN VISIT THE ONLINE HOME OF GEMOLOGY AT
WWW.GEMPORIA.COM/GEMOLOGY-HUB, WHERE YOU’LL ALSO FIND REGULAR ARTICLES ABOUT JEWELLERY, FASHION AND MUCH MORE.
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Rosie Wells'
Top Five Gemporia Pieces

Baroque and Kaori
Cultured Pearl Necklace

I love how this necklace brings timeless elegance
and strong, tribal design together so beautifully.
Each Pearl is an individual sculpture, and the
baroque curves dance with subtle rainbows of
light which move and sway with you.
PEPL24

Zambian Emerald & Green
Diamond 9K Gold Earrings

Emerald always has been and always will be my favourite
gemstone, and these silky, bright, glowing droplets of
Emerald seem to have their own light within. I love how
the cascade of gold and precious gems frames the face
and reflects light gently onto the skin. Perfection!
AMAJ74

Sar-i-Sang Lapis Lazuli
Sterling Silver Ring

Blue Chalcedony
Midas Bracelet

The Tiffany-style gold beads and the stunning, summery,
bright blue splash of Chalcedony complement one
another perfectly. It’s always great to be able to
personalise your jewellery with an initial or a special
date, so I love that this can be engraved.
WBTQ15

Wow, what a showstopper! Lapis Lazuli is such a magical
gemstone, and this fabulous cocktail ring celebrates
its unique beauty perfectly. Look at its pure, rich,
ultramarine colour and the galaxy of stars scattered
within – it’s like stargazing on a perfectly clear night. The
decadent splendour and sheer size of this spectacular
gemstone makes you feel ready for anything!
KCPS05

Diamond 18K Gold Ring
For me, this is just the most perfect Diamond
ring. Vintage style teamed with the dazzling
symphony of light and fire that these beautifully
clear Diamonds bring, make it the ideal
celebration piece. Whether out for a walk,
dinner or dancing the night away, you’ll always
feel special when you wear a ring like this.
XZKS13
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In Conversation with…

David
Troth

Interview by D A N M O R R I S

E

ver popular with our viewers and always
bang up to date on what’s happening
in the jewellery trade, our gemstone
expert David Troth has had to find a new way
of doing things since the lockdown began earlier
this year. Here, we speak to him about how he’s
been coping, how it’s been anything but business
as usual for him, and how he created a series of
informative and candid interviews with figures
from the gemstone industry. Plus, of course, news
of the incredible new jewels Gemporia collectors
have to look forward to soon.

10
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HI DAVID, HOW ARE YOU? HOW HAVE YOU BEEN
COPING WITH LOCKDOWN?

I’m well, thanks. The lockdown has
allowed me to spend much more time with
my daughter. I finally taught her how to
ride a bike without stabilisers, which is a
really cool thing to look back on when we
remember these crazy times in the future.
I’ve been homeschooling her too. For me
personally, it’s been all about family time.
But I’ve also been doing my best to keep in
touch with the gemstone industry, and our
jewellery workshops over in Jaipur, India,
and with what’s happening in the market.
FOR READERS THAT MIGHT NOT HAVE SEEN YOU
ON-AIR YET, WHAT DO YOU DO AT GEMPORIA
UNDER NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES?

What I’m usually doing is following our
gemstone acquisitions all the way from when
we first hear about them to when they finally
appear on screen many months later. I speak
with all our hosts about the new gemstones,
their history and why they’re significant.
It involves a lot of research to bring the
story of each gem to our collectors. I also
put together different collections and am
responsible for buying the gemstones which
go into creating them too.
THE MINE TO JEWELLERY PROCESS TAKES AROUND
SIX MONTHS DOESN’T IT?

Yes, that's correct, it is six months on
average, though in certain occurrences it
can be as little as two months if the stones
that we’ve acquired are already faceted
and we have the designs in mind from the
moment we receive the gemstone parcel.
This probably only happens for three of four
showcases a year, though.
WHAT HAS IT BEEN LIKE GUESTING LIVE ON-AIR
VIA VIDEO FROM YOUR OWN HOME?

Very strange! I’ve even had a few times
where my daughter has gatecrashed the
12
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show. It’s been interesting, and it’s been
nice for me to view the show as a customer
would, sitting in my living room. It’s been
eye-opening too, seeing just how good
modern technology is for us to even be able
to do this. I’ve video called before from
places like the Tucson Gem Show, but they
don’t tend to be for the full hour, just the
first five or ten minutes talking about what’s
been happening at the show. But I’ve been
doing one- and two-hour shows from my
sofa, which is pretty incredible!
DURING THE LOCKDOWN, YOU’VE ALSO BEEN
WORKING ON A SERIES OF INFORMATIVE ONLINE
VIDEOS WITH SOME OF GEMPORIA’S REGULAR
GUESTS. HOW DID THIS COME ABOUT?

I’m always calling our guests and industry
contacts anyway, to stay in touch, see what
they’re working on, find out the latest on
what’s happening in the industry, what
people are talking about or if anyone has
picked up on any leads for new gemstones.
One day I was on a call with Glenn Lehrer
and thought, “We should record this!” I
always talk about how transparent I am
on TV, I just say it as it is and talk about
some of the decisions that have been made
higher up, or controversial things that have
happened in the market. Certain companies
might be artificially raising the prices of
gemstones, and I’ll just say it, and I can get
into trouble for it sometimes. But I like to
think of it as lifting the curtain because at
Gemporia we’ve got nothing to hide. These
conversations can be quite candid, but
they’re also fascinating. I thought it might
be nice to do a more long-form interview,
a more extended version of the chats we
often have in our video clips, where we’re
always extremely limited by time. This is no
fault of anybody, but even when a guest is
in the studio, there’s just so much we can’t
get into because time is so precious on live

TV. Understandably, our viewers want to
see the designs as soon as possible too. Quite
often we’ll do a brief intro at the top of a
show and then get into talking about each
piece, whereas online it’s nice to do more
of an extended chat. With Rudi Wobito,
for instance, it allows us to talk about his
father, his grandfather and their fascinating
family history in the industry. Also, to have
Rudi show us the inside of his workshop,
and what’s in his safe, is just incredible.
Quite often, we only get to talk about the
points that have direct relevance to our
TV showcases when we’re on-air, but these
remarkable characters have so much more
to share. Rudi has some natural Pakistani
Topaz in his safe, which is amazing. He’s
going to apply an Asscher cut to it, and I
can’t wait to see the results. So, I thought it
would be great to chat not only outside the
time constraints of television but also away
from particular gemstones or collections.
It helps all of us to learn more about what
these people do and what they’re like out in
the real world. Some of them haven’t been
on our channel yet. I’ve spoken to a guy
named Glenn Preus who I hope to work with
soon at Gemporia. I met him at the JCK
Las Vegas Jewellery Show two years ago. He
was cutting for Harry Winston in the 1980s,
he’s an incredible guy, so I interviewed him
down the line from Hawaii! Ultimately,
there are so many interesting people,
interesting characters and interesting stories
in this industry, and I just wanted to share
them with everyone.

with Glenn Lehrer
gem.pm/H4J

with Rudi Wobito
gem.pm/GFS

with Glenn Preus
gem.pm/RP8

WHO ELSE HAVE YOU SPOKEN WITH?

François-Xavier, who’s a Sapphire and
Spinel dealer from France, who buys Blue
Spinels for $20,000 per carat! So that was
incredible, just to hear what’s happening in

with François-Xavier
gem.pm/PBW
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François-Xavier is saying he thinks the next
big thing will be natural Green Sapphire, a
stone he believes has been underrated and
undervalued for far too long.

the market with Spinel. Vikas Sethi too,
who is an expert gemologist and one of my
best friends in the industry. He’s been in
the business for almost 30 years and was
with me recently in Burma and Nepal.
He has a vast wealth of knowledge and
has studied at the GIA. Oh, and Sagyan
Kharel too, who owns the mine where we
source the finest Kyanite we’ve ever seen –
the jewel they call Nilamani.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE HIGHLIGHTS SO FAR
FROM YOUR CONVERSATIONS?

With François-Xavier, his interview was
fascinating as it was all about what’s
happened with Spinel and particularly
Mahenge Spinel recently. Me and Glenn
Lehrer talk about why we think Garnet has
taken off so much recently. Glenn thinks
it’s due to the next generation of cutters
that are rising through the ranks. Cutters
and carvers need big carat weights of clean
rough material to learn their trade with,
and back when Glenn’s generation was
learning, they could afford Spinel. Today,
the new generation can afford Garnet
because it’s not yet as expensive as Spinel,
but in turn, their incredible new creations
are driving the cost of Garnet up! It’s a
circle of creativity and talent.
14
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SO AS WELL AS BEING ABLE TO SHARE ALL THIS
FASCINATING INFORMATION, HAVE THESE
CONVERSATIONS HELPED KEEP YOUR FINGER ON
THE PULSE OF THE WHOLE INDUSTRY TOO?

Yes. With the jewellery and gemstone trade,
it’s not just that the whole industry is in
lockdown, but everyone is isolated too. Even
with modern technology, people on either
side of the world aren’t talking to each other
and don’t know who’s cutting what or who’s
trading which stones. Even GemGuide,
the go-to people for gemstone costing for
much of the industry, has suspended its
pricing publication because they just can’t
get a read on the market. I think the best
way to try and get a read on the market
right now is to reach out to people and get
the conversations going again. That’s why
I wanted to do it. The trade has gone from
being this market that we live and breath
every day, with information constantly
flowing from cutters, miners, traders and
journalists, to complete radio silence. We
were asking ourselves, “How on Earth do we
know what’s going on in the market?”
THE JEWELLERY INDUSTRY IS A GLOBAL MARKET
BUT IT RELIES SO HEAVILY ON WORD-OF-MOUTH;
IT MUST BE CHALLENGING TO GET EVEN A VAGUE
IDEA OF WHAT’S GOING ON AT THE MOMENT?

That’s such an important point, because it
is world-of-mouth, and the gemstone world

is such an old world. Diamonds are still
traded with no contract, just a handshake.
It’s almost prehistoric, and some of the
business practises probably haven’t changed
for hundreds of years. Technology hasn’t
yet been wholeheartedly welcomed by
the industry. The most significant change
that I think may come out of this situation
for our industry is that technology will
be embraced. I also think there will be
a massive trend towards television and
internet shopping because many people
aren’t going to want to leave their houses
as much anyway. That’s just a hangover
of what is happening right now. To have
the jewellery store in your living room
has never been more convenient – it’s a
jewellery service that comes to you. Being
able to bring everyone the information
that our contacts share with us, along
with a vast selection of gemstones from
across the globe, and then being able to
deliver that directly to homes is incredible.
We’ve already noticed at Gemporia that
our customer numbers have increased
significantly as collectors look for safe ways
to acquire their jewellery, many of whom
are brand new customers joining us for the
first time. I don’t think the industry will
ever be the same again after this, and I
think that’s a good thing.

Natural Green Sapphire

Also, the natural Imperial Topaz from
Pakistan that I mentioned Rudi Wobito
had spoken of. We used to think this was
a single-location gem from Ouro Preto in
Brazil. Apparently, for the last 50 years, tiny
quantities of material have been coming
out of Pakistan, with the golden yellow and
subtle pink tones that Imperial Topaz is
famous for.
Pakistani Imperial Topaz

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT IN THE COMING MONTHS
THAT YOU’VE INITIALLY DISCOVERED THROUGH
THESE CONVERSATIONS?

Me and Jake (Thompson, Gemporia’s
commercial director) are already in
conversations about trying to get hold of
some incredible Green Sapphire. FrançoisXavier is saying he thinks the next big
thing will be natural Green Sapphire, a
stone he believes has been underrated and
undervalued for far too long.

Rudi Wobito is the man who has cut the
50-carat Alexandrites of this world, and
who I saw showcasing a $20,000 per carat
Tanzanian Ruby in Tucson a couple of
years ago. At the end of our conversation, in
15

the last few minutes, he asked if I’d like to
see what was in his safe! I thought the
Wobito safe would be full of world-class
Alexandrite, Ruby and Sapphire, but he
pulled out this incredible Imperial Topaz
from Pakistan. We really want to bring that
jewel to our collectors.
THESE CONVERSATIONS HAVE BEEN SO
ENLIGHTENING AND ENJOYABLE. ARE YOU
HOPING TO CONTINUE THESE VIDEOS ONCE
THINGS RETURN TO RELATIVE NORMALITY?

I am yes. As I said, these conversations
were taking place anyway; I just wasn’t
recording them. The response has already
been so good, and since day one we’ve
been harping on about bringing the stories
and the education behind the gems to our
collectors. It’s so important, and it can only
be a good thing; the more you learn, the
more you want to learn. I also think it’s
crucial to introduce our collectors to these
people who are instrumental in the industry.
So yeah I’m hoping to continue them for
a long time. The industry is changing, the
market is changing, and as newer technology
is embraced by the trade, I want to be at the
forefront of telling these stories – and not just
in the five- or ten-minute window at the start
of a TV showcase. I have an idea for when
we invite all our industry friends over to our
studios to show their latest collections, which
only happens two or three times a year. A
week beforehand, I’d like to film these video
conversations with all our guests, so that
those collectors who want to know the full
story can really get into it.
AND THERE AREN’T MANY PLACES THAT PEOPLE
FROM THE INDUSTRY CAN SHARE THEIR STORIES
AND TALK ABOUT WHAT THEY DO.

Exactly, and I just think that because we’ve
built this level of trust with the people that
we work with, they feel more comfortable
16
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sharing their stories and their secrets with us
all. I really do feel like, with these interviews
particularly, we’re lifting the curtain a
little on a traditionally secretive industry.
I can’t think of a more secretive industry
than the jewellery trade. You never know
what gemstones are being traded, or what’s
going to arrive at the auction house. Even
the most famous gems will disappear for
decades! The Tavernier Blue Diamond went
missing from France in 1791 and is widely
believed to have resurfaced in London
many years later, considerably smaller in
size, as the Hope Diamond. The fact that
nobody knows for sure if they’re the same
Diamond adds to the whole mystique of how
secretive this industry is. So sharing these
conversations feels to me like a very positive
thing to do.
WHEN DO YOU SEE THINGS RETURNING TO
NORMAL FOR THE INDUSTRY AND YOUR ROLE
AT GEMPORIA?

I’m raring to go! As soon as we’re a little
more in the clear and the UK government
says it’s safe to travel, I know that myself,
Jake and Steve want to get back out there
and get back into it. But I don’t know when
that will happen yet.

Skype and Zoom, and we’ve had some
samples sent to us halfway around the world
via secure delivery too so that we could study
them up close. It’s just a different way of
doing things. There are other gemstones that
we’re hoping to conclude deals on very soon.
I’ve also done a similar series of videos with
Mohammad Iftikhar, our head gem buyer
over in India. These are called ‘Jewels from
Jaipur’, and in them, we’ve been previewing
the stones that are already in our vaults, ones
that have never been seen before that will
be coming in as soon as lockdown is lifted.
These include some incredible cabochon
cut Turkish Colour Change Diaspore pieces
from a new mine. We’ve got them in huge
carat weights, and with the most beautiful
colour shift properties. Colour change
cabochons! In silver, too. They’re from the
pine forests of the Anatolian Mountains in
Turkey, but further down the mountain and
from a different mine than Csarite®️.

which can be observed in the Kyanite. It’s
an amazing stone. There are some rose-cut,
bi-colour Kyanites too, which are a mix of
blue and clear.

Turkish Colour Change Diaspore

Bi-colour Kyanite

Mermaid Kyanite

WHICH GEMSTONES CAN OUR COLLECTORS LOOK
FORWARD TO SEEING ON-AIR SOON?

We have pretty much concluded deals on
the Imperial Topaz from Pakistan and the
Green Sapphire that François-Xavier told us
about. That’s why these conversations have
been so important – we’re concluding deals
by using this technology that we otherwise
might not have known about. Many of the
usual gemstone trade shows have been
cancelled or postponed indefinitely, so
we’ll be looking to conclude our gemstone
deals in any way possible for the foreseeable
future. We’ve been viewing stones over

THEY ALL SOUND INCREDIBLE, DAVID, AND I
CAN’T WAIT FOR THEM TO MAKE THEIR GEMPORIA
DEBUTS AS SOON AS CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOW.
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND FOR
THE FASCINATING VIDEOS YOU’VE BEEN CREATING
WITH OUR CONTACTS.

No problem at all, anytime.
We’ve also got some natural Blue Quartz
coming though. Oh, and some Mermaid
Kyanite, which is exciting because it’s not
from India or Nepal, it’s Russian. It forms
with other gemstones, including Emerald,

YOU CAN VIEW DAVID'S ‘IN CONVERSATION
WITH…’ VIDEO SERIES ON HIS
FACEBOOK PAGE AT FACEBOOK.COM/
DAVIDTROTHGEMSTONEBROADCASTER, JUST
CLICK ‘VIDEO’ IN THE LEFT-HAND MENU TO SEE
THEM ALL ON ONE PAGE. YOU CAN ALSO VIEW
THEM BY FOLLOWING THE SHORT LINKS LISTED
ON PAGE 13. FOLLOW DAVID FOR MORE VIDEOS.
17

The
Layered

Look

Words by V A N E S S A G O R M A N

When it comes to stylish expression, we can’t get
enough of layering necklaces and bracelets here at
Gemporia Towers. You can create so many different
looks, from bohemian to contemporary, and elegant
to casual, and all you need is a collection of pendants,
chains, necklaces, bracelets and bangles. Not sure how
to achieve the look, or don’t yet own the jewellery you
would love to layer? Here’s a little inspiration, along with
our favourite pieces from our jewellery vaults.
GEMPORIA.COM/LAYERING
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Top to bottom
Rose Quartz Sterling Silver Pendant Necklace DBJU41, Kaori Cultured Pearl Rose Midas Necklace
CFBM61, 18" Sterling Silver Couture Figaro Chain EGIB61, White Topaz Rose Tone Sterling Silver
Moon and Star Necklace EPJQ94, Rose Tone Sterling Silver Sun and Moon Necklace BEJQ48, Rose
Tone Sterling Silver Star Necklace CYJQ15
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Top to bottom
Midas Pendant Necklace TCRJ09, Gold Tone Sterling Silver Star Necklace JVJQ84,
Gold Tone Sterling Silver 36" Midas Couture Singapore Chain PXDE90
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Left to right
Kaori Cultured Pearl Rhodium Flash Sterling Silver Bracelet BFJQ50, Amazonite Set of
2 Tumble Bead Elastic Bracelets YBEI69, 1/10ct Diamond Sterling Silver Bracelet OEKS07,
7" Sterling Silver T-Bar Clasp Leaf Bracelet JFIB89
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Top to bottom
White Topaz Gold Tone Sterling Silver Necklace BPJQ51, Blue Lace Agate & White Zircon Midas
Pencil Kama Charm NPTQ83, 24" Midas Classico Diamond Cut Slider Curb Chain LYDE38
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Top to bottom
Kaori Cultured Pearl Sterling Silver Set of 3 Necklaces WHVU43,
17" Rhodium Plated Sterling Silver Oval Spinner Chain KSIB28
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Take an extra 10% OFF all prices
shown using exclusive discount code

PRIGEMTEN

Only available at
W W W. P R I M A L L I V I N G . C O M

Welcome to a healthier,
happier you.
During our search for the truth about what steps we must take to help
us live healthier and happier for longer, we at Primal Living have met
and interviewed many of the world’s most forward-thinking medical
professionals, including doctors, authors, scientists and nutritionists.
How do we live healthier, happier and for longer? We must first accept
that we have little evolved since our primal ancestors and then optimise
our lifestyle, environment and nutrition to the fundamental needs of the
human body. We call this the LEON principle of primal living.
1. Lifestyle - We need to optimise our happiness, sleep, exercise and
more. That begins with ‘how’ we spend our days and ‘what’ we do to take
care of ourselves.
2. Environment - How do we optimise our environment? Well, it begins
with avoiding toxins wherever we can, such as chemicals in everyday
beauty and personal care products and pesticides in food.
3. Optimal Nutrition - I believe if we consume real food, together with
quality supplements, we can optimise our nutrition and provide our body
with what it needs to thrive.

Welcome to a new clinically proven aid to weight
loss. Formulated by British scientists, SlimShotz is
the all-natural breakthrough in reducing unwanted
excess body fat.

And, here is the really good news. The conclusion from all of our
research - and it’s so exciting - is that if we live more primally, we have so
much more control over our health, happiness and our longevity of both
ourselves and the planet than you could ever imagine.

How do our delicious and convenient drinking
powders work? This scientifically proven
wholesome fibre expands up to 50 times inside
the stomach, setting off our stretch receptors and
sending the hormone ‘leptin’ to the brain, which
tells us we’re full.

Steve Bennett
Dad, Author and Nutritional Activist
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Lose weight, without feeling hungry.
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Backed by science and independent research,
SlimShotz represents a significant breakthrough
in natural weight loss. Our main ingredient,
Glucomannan, is a fibre that is carefully extracted
from the Konjac plant and is currently the only
ingredient to be officially recognised by the EU
Commission as contributing towards weight loss.

SlimShotz is crafted from 100% natural ingredients.
Our powerful formulation also includes vitamin C
and zinc and has been clinically proven to provide

a further 12 health benefits. These include helping
to maintain our hair, skin and nails, and aiding
our immune and nervous systems. In addition to
weight loss, how important is fibre to our health?
According to The American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, consuming 35g of fibre daily was
associated with a lower risk of cardiovascular
disease by as much as 54% and death from all
causes by 37%. Don’t take our word for it, pay a
visit to www.PrimalLiving.com and read how much
weight our customers have been losing. All reviews
are independently collected via Trustpilot.

SlimShotz Weight Loss
Shot Drink
Available in Berry, Vanilla and Cherry flavour.
21 servings. 7 day programme.
Purchase SlimShotz.
Subscription price.
Every 30 days. Incl. free delivery.

£14.99
£9.98
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Drink Me Gorgeous Beauty
Supplement Effervescent Drink
Collagen Formation. 20 Effervescent Tablets.

Multiwoman
Multivitamin option
suitable for ages 60+.

Natural Anti-Ageing
Face Cream
Are you looking to reduce the appearance
of fine lines and wrinkles? Our anti-ageing
cream contains special protein from argan
oil and hyaluronic acid in the form of sodium
hyaluronate. This is a popular ingredient in the
best anti-ageing creams due to its ability to
both penetrate beneath the skin and retain an
incredible volume of water. Retaining moisture
is crucial to help fight the signs of aging, as
dehydrated skin can lead to wrinkles, fine
lines and make skin seem a lot less firm and
plump. In fact, sodium hyaluronate is thought
to temporarily swell the skin to fight the
appearance of wrinkles and lines.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Naturally reduces the signs of ageing.
Made with natural ingredients.
Contains hyaluronic acid.
Rich in vitamins A, E and omega fatty acids.
Suitable for all skin types.

Our other oils used in our natural anti-ageing
cream are excellent sources of vitamin E (an
anti-ageing superstar vitamin), a much-needed
moisture boost and anti-inflammatory properties
to help sort affected areas. Wheat germ oil is
an excellent source of vitamin E, an important
source of antioxidants and helps preserve the
lipid layer of skin, improving skin’s elasticity.
Grapeseed oil is thought to help tighten skin,
restore skin collagen and fight the signs of
ageing such as wrinkles and fine lines. Konjac
root powder is the same ingredient found in our
SlimShotz - glucomannan. In cosmetics, it’s added
to skincare products due to its ability to reduce
the appearance of lines and wrinkles.
Purchase 1 tub.
Purchase 2 tubs. Incl. free delivery.
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£19.99
£29.99

It’s never too early or too late in your beauty regime to tackle lifeless hair,
skin or nails. We have packed our Drink Me Gorgeous tablets with vitamins
A, E and riboflavin (vitamin B2), as well as selenium, copper and biotin - an
altogether powerful combination to keep your hair and skin looking its best.
Let’s not forget that all-important collagen formation, which is what vitamin
C is so good at doing. Finally, we’ve included natural green tea, well known
for its antioxidant properties, to protect cells from oxidative stress, which is
what can cause ageing of skin and hair.

Multiwoman Multivitamin
Supplement for ages 18-60
No matter what your daily routine is like, we think
it’s important to eat the right foods, manage stress
better, get quality sleep, walk more and take a
multivitamin each day – we believe this combination
will help you live healthier, happier and longer lives.
That’s why taking a multivitamin is known to be your
best insurance policy for ensuring you’re getting
every single vitamin and mineral your body needs.

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

What's so good about me?
✓
✓

What's so good about me?
✓

Looking to boost the condition of your hair, skin and nails? Our unique
formulation in Drink Me Gorgeous contains 10 vitamins and minerals
selected to boost the health and condition of hair, skin and nails, as well as
helping to maintain your energy yielding metabolism.

✓

✓

✓

✓

Nutritionally tailored to women.
Contains a wide variety of vitamins and minerals
you need every day.
Biotin, iodine, niacin, vitamin A and B2 contribute
to the maintenance of normal skin with zinc and
selenium to contribute to normal nails.
Iron, magnesium and vitamin C contribute to the
reduction of tiredness and fatigue.
Vitamin B12 and folic acid included as this is
especially beneficial as we get into our older years.
Includes copper which contributes to normal skin
and hair pigmentation.

Multiwoman 60+ option:
In our Multiwoman 60+ formula we have included
all the vitamins and minerals you need every day.
But the big difference is that we’ve added a huge
six times the nutritional reference value of vitamin
B12, as the absorption of this vitamin is a highly
complex process that often becomes less efficient
with age, increasing the likelihood of deficiency. We
recommend taking one multivitamin tablet per day,
ideally with meals for the best effects.
Purchase Multiwoman Multivitamin 18-60. £5.99
Subscription price.
Every 30 days. Incl. free delivery.
£3.99

Made with 10 essential vitamins and minerals your body needs
for maintaining the condition of your hair, skin and nails, as well as
contributing to collagen formation and immune health.
9 of these vitamins contain 100% NRV*.
Formulated with 250mg Natural Green Tea per serving.
Effervescent tablet - no tablets to swallow.
Zero preservatives, no added sugar, no artificial sweetener (we’ve used
stevia instead) and features a natural mandarin flavour. Take one per day
dissolved in water.

Purchase 1 tube.
Purchase 3 tubes of Drink Me Gorgeous.
Incl. free delivery.

£9.99
£19.99

*NRV - Nutrient Reference Value.

Remember, take an EXTRA
10% OFF all prices shown using
the exclusive code at checkout

PRIGEMTEN

Or place your order through the call centre 0800 440 2888.
Pay safely through
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GEMSTONE ORIGINS

PE R I DO T
– The Golden Standard –
Words by

DAN MO R R I S

W

ith bright summery olive greens and
gorgeous glowing golden tones, Peridot
is a striking jewel full of character and warmth.
Many gems, such as Garnet, Tourmaline and
Sapphire, are given their varying colours by
impurities in their chemical composition and
are known as allochromatic stones. Peridot is
one of the few gems to be idiochromatic, which
means its fundamental chemical structure, not its
imperfections, causes the colour. In plain English,
this means it can only ever be green. But what a
colour! As well as this interesting scientific quirk,
Peridot has a fascinating history stretching back
over 4,000 years. It is a jewel that has been found
in meteorites, on the Moon and even on Mars.
There’s much to discover with ‘the gem of the sun’,
so let’s begin...
28
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eridot is one of the earliest gemstones
to have been discovered and has
been mined as a gem for at least four
millennia. It was well established as
a gemstone in biblical times and is
mentioned several times in the Bible
under an earlier name, Chrysolite. This
name was formed from the Ancient
Greek word ‘chrysolithos’ meaning ‘golden
stone’, which references the characteristic
flashes of golden brilliance seen within
the gem. As for its current name, there
are several possibilities for the origin of
the word ‘Peridot’, though nobody seems
sure which one is the true root. It could
have come from the old French word
‘peritot’ meaning ‘unclear’ because the
gem once had a reputation for being
quite oily in appearance. The Arabic
word ‘faridat’, meaning ‘gemstone’, has
also been cited as a possible source, as
has the old Latin word ‘paederot’ which
referred to a kind of Opal. Wherever the
name originated, it has been associated
with this stone for a long time – an
English bishop used the word Peridot in
his will in 1245, when he left his jewel to
St Albans Abbey in Hertfordshire.
The Ancient Egyptians mined some of
the first Peridots on an island located in
the Red Sea. Many of these were carved
into talismans and were used as beads.
Today this island is known as St John’s
Island, or Zabargad Island locally.
Still, historically it was named Topazios
Island, which was also the word the
Ancient Greek’s used for Peridot. Legend

says that 3,500 years ago, the miners on
Topazios did not work in the daytime
as they believed Peridot was invisible in
sunlight. They thought the gem would
absorb the sun’s rays and then release
them at night, with a golden green
glow. So they mined in the dark when
the unmistakable sparkle of the gem
probably did help them in their search.
Gemologically speaking though, Peridot
is neither fluorescent or phosphorescent,
though it has been referred to as ‘the gem
of the sun’ throughout history. Incidentally,
there is no scientific link between Peridot
and Topaz. Over time, the word Topazios
developed into the name Topaz and
came to represent an entirely different
gemstone family.
Peridot has been confused with many
other gemstones throughout history,
including Apatite, Demantoid Garnet,
Chrome Diopside, Chrome Tourmaline,
Moldavite, Zircon and even Emerald.
This may seem somewhat surprising to us
today when we see their vastly different
green colours side by side. But hundreds
of years ago very little was known of the
science behind gemstones, and correct
identification was often just a step away
from guesswork. For example, you may
have heard that the Egyptian pharaoh
Cleopatra had an enviable collection
of Emerald and that it was by far her
favourite gemstone. Well, some modern
historians now believe that her Emeralds
were most likely Peridots – particularly
given the proximity of some of the early
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IT WAS BELIEVED THAT IF THE STONE There’s a
Peridot mines to
WAS ALSO SET INTO GOLD, ITS CAPACITY significant gap
Egypt. The Ancient
Romans were also big TO BRING THE BEARER GOOD LUCK AND in the history
FORTUNE WAS INTENSIFIED EVEN MORE. of Peridot that
fans of this gem and
nicknamed it the ‘evening Emerald’, once
we speculate could be at least partly
again because of its perceived ability to
explained by the misidentification
almost glow in the dark.
problems mentioned earlier. We do know
that Peridot was first brought to Europe
A gemstone with such a long and
in large quantities in the Middle Ages
storied history comes with many tales
and was a very popular gemstone during
of lore. Peridot has long been associated
the 18th and 19th centuries. Despite
with the sun, and as such has been
this, the early Peridot mines of St. John’s
seen as a gemstone to drive away
Island were forgotten for many centuries.
darkness. It was once thought to relieve
Indeed the location of the island itself was
feelings of guilt and lessen obsession,
lost for a considerable amount of time,
along with helping to calm feelings of
only being rediscovered in 1900. Tiny
fear and anger. It was also thought to
amounts of gem-quality material are still
help the wearer learn new things by
occasionally discovered there, but by the
increasing focus and giving the strength
start of World War II, most meaningful
to persevere in challenging times. The
attempts at further commercial mining
stone was even thought to decrease
had been abandoned.
feelings of envy. The gem has long been
associated with luck, and historically
Perhaps the most substantial Peridot
there was a belief that Peridot could
of all time was discovered at this
ward off evil spirits. It was believed
original source and now resides in the
that if the stone was also set into gold,
Smithsonian Institution in Washington
its capacity to bring the bearer good
DC. It weighs a phenomenal 311
luck and fortune was intensified even
carats (62 grams), which is all the more
more. Sword hilts were often encrusted
incredible when you consider that most
with Peridot gems as they believed
gemologists would be very excited to see
that Peridot would bring power on the
a stone above five carats come out of the
battlefield and strength to the bearer’s
ground. A great many Peridot jewels
legions. Today the stone is cherished
weigh one carat or less. In the late 1970s
by people more for its beauty than its
and early 1980s, significant deposits of
perceived abilities, but the history of
jewellery grade Peridot were found in
this gem remains a significant part of its
China, and the country continues to
mystery and is a fascination for many
provide a large number of stones to the
who wear it.
market. In 1994, Peridot was discovered
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in Pakistan, which has remained a
significant source of the gem ever since.
Larger Peridots of between 25 and 100
carats were reasonably common from
the Pakistan deposit in the early years of
production, though barring the discovery
of new deposits these supplies are now
sadly exhausted.
Peridot is the birthstone for August and
is the given gem for the 16th wedding
anniversary. It can also be given as an
alternate choice for the 1st anniversary,
and it is the zodiac gemstone for Librans.
It has an orthorhombic crystal system.
As the gem of the sun, Peridot is a perfect
birthstone choice for the summer month
of August (in the northern hemisphere at
least) with its bright natural greens and
golden flashes of brilliance. Peridot is
the only famous member of the Olivine
mineral family, which is a magnesium
iron silicate composition. Peridot and
Olivine are essentially the same mineral,
with the word Peridot only being applied
to gem-quality specimens. Non-gem
quality Olivine is relatively common in
the Earth’s crust. Still, the magical golden
glowing green variety with sufficient
clarity and sparkle to be set into jewellery
is much, much rarer.

PERIDOT PROPERTIES
COLOUR: Green (yellowish green through
olive green through brownish green)
FAMILY: Olivine
MOHS SCALE HARDNESS: 6.5 - 7
LUSTRE: Vitreous
CRYSTAL SYSTEM: Orthorhombic
TRANSPARENCY: Transparent
CHEMICAL FORMULA: (MgFe)2SiO4
COMPOSITION: Magnesium Iron Silicate
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 3.27 – 3.48
REFRACTIVE INDEX: 1.63 – 1.69

WHERE IT'S MINED
In its mineral form, when it’s known as
Olivine, it can be found all over the world.
But jewellery grade stones that have earned
the name Peridot and are filled with elusive
golden green hues are not common. Peridot
has been found in Mexico and the USA,
and on the Hawaiian islands in particular
where quality Peridots are encountered
infrequently. Norway, Egypt, Tanzania and
Australia have also contributed Peridot to
the world. However, it’s when you get into

As mentioned at the top of this article,
Peridot is one of only a few gems available
in just one colour. The gemological
word for this is idiochromatic, which
means that Peridot’s inherent chemical
composition causes the colour of the

southeast Asia that countries like China and
Pakistan turn up incredible quality Peridot
jewels. Peridot and Olivine have also been
found in meteorites, and also on the Moon
and Mars.
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NATURAL GREEN GEMSTONES ARE are known to form in
gemstone. In
RARE, BUT PERIDOT BUCKS THE TREND the next layer down,
Peridot’s case, it
AND IS RARELY TREATED. LIKE ITS the mantle, and these
is coloured by the
COLOUR RIVAL, EMERALD, PERIDOT are Diamond and
iron in its structure.
OFTEN HAS INCLUSIONS WHICH CAN Peridot. Diamonds
Other gems such
BE CAUSED BY THE PRESENCE OF form around 90 to
as Sapphire,
SMALL PARTICLES OF SILICA.
Tourmaline,
120 miles deep, while
Zircon (and many more) are coloured by
Peridot forms a little nearer the surface at
impurities in their compositions. Take
between 20 and 55 miles down. The stone
the impurities out of Sapphire, and it’s
forms in magma and is brought closer to
still Sapphire, albeit a different colour.
the surface by volcanic activity. Peridot
Remove the iron from Peridot, and it’s no
is also an extraterrestrial gemstone,
longer Peridot.
having been found in meteorites that
have crashed down onto the planet from
The famous green hues of the gem can
space. The gem has also been found on
range from bottle green to an almost
the Moon, in rocks that were brought
yellowish, olive colour. The gem is also
back to Earth during the iconic Apollo
mildly pleochroic, meaning that it is
missions of the 1960s and 70s. In 2003,
possible to see slightly different shades
NASA also found the gemstone on Mars.
from different angles. Natural green
Though you’re unlikely to see Peridot
gemstones are rare, but Peridot bucks
from space set into jewellery, you can
the trend and is rarely treated. Like its
go to the Natural History Museum in
colour rival, Emerald, Peridot often
London and view the 4.5 billion-year-old
has inclusions which can be caused by
Imilac Meteorite, which is partially made
the presence of small particles of silica.
up of Olivine.
Occasionally you will find needle-like
inclusions which are sometimes referred
to as Ludwig needles. Very rarely, it is
possible to discover Cat’s Eye Peridot (a
phenomenon known as chatoyancy) and
Star Peridot (known as asterism). Other
quirks of the stone include that it can
shatter under pressure, which is why you
seldom see it in tension-set designs.

Almost all gemstones form in the Earth’s
crust, the top layer of the planet which is
only about 20 miles deep. Only two gems
32
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Esquel Meteorite with Peridot crystals
(Photo courtesy of Doug Bowman)

Cutting the gem requires some serious
skill from the lapidarist, as the stone
has high birefringence, meaning that
the light entering the gem will bend
significantly. Failure to take this into
account could leave the faceted stone
looking quite dull. It is also a brittle
gemstone with a strong cleavage plane, so
it will easily split if too much pressure is
applied at the wrong points.
China is a world-class source of the stone,
with incredible quality deposits in both
the Hunan province in the southeast
of the country and the Changbai area
in the far northeast. The most recent
significant discovery of Peridot was in
Pakistan in 1994. These hard to access
mines are located some 15,000 feet above
sea level in the ice-capped mountains of
the western Himalayas. From the nearest
town, you would have to ride ten hours
on horseback, then set off on a two to
three-day hike before reaching the mines.
Because of the snow, the miners can
only make the trip in July, August and
September. It all seems worthwhile, as the
quality of the Peridot is among the finest
in the world. Mining for the gem has also
occurred in Australia, Brazil, Norway
and Myanmar.
Peridot is a fascinating,
sophisticated, exquisite but often
overlooked jewel that is now
beginning to regain its reputation as
one of the most beautiful and most
popular gemstones.

FACT FILE
The gem is very subtly pleochroic, meaning
that it can be possible to observe a slight
variance in hue when viewing the stone from
different angles.
Cutting Peridot can be quite tricky as it has
high birefringence. This means the gem
significantly bends light as it enters, making
the angle of the facets on the pavilion crucial
to maximise its beauty.
Peridot has been mined as a gemstone for at
least 4,000 years and has also been known as
Chrysolite and Topazios at various points.
Throughout history, it was often mistaken for
other gemstones, including Emerald, Apatite,
Moldavite, and the green varieties of Garnet,
Tourmaline and Zircon.
Peridot has long been associated with good
luck. Many cultures have celebrated the gem
in their myths and legends, due to a belief it
could ward off evil spirits.

PERIDOT CARE
Using warm soapy water and a soft lint-free
cloth is perfectly safe, keep the water at room
temperature as Peridot doesn’t like sudden
temperature changes. For this reason, it
should never be steam cleaned, and you
should never put Peridot in an ultrasonic
cleaner either. Store Peridot away from your
other gemstones, especially if you’re travelling
with them or moving them. Any gems that
are harder than Peridot (including Emerald,
Ruby, Sapphire and Diamond, among others)
will scratch Peridot if they come into contact.
When not wearing it, keep your Peridot away
from extreme heat sources too, so avoid
leaving it in sunlight for a prolonged period, or
near a radiator or fire.

GEMPORIA.COM/PERIDOT-JEWELLERY
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01

02

06
05

04

03

01. Changbai Peridot & White Zircon 9K Gold Pendant REVJ87, 02. Red Dragon Peridot & White
Zircon Sterling Silver Earrings YKAX08, 03. Suppatt Peridot Sterling Silver Ring YOJU01, 04. Changbai
Peridot 9K Gold Ring ADVJ25, 05. Changbai Peridot Sterling Silver Ring ANBM63, 06. Changbai Peridot
Sterling Silver Bracelet JSGL97
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FA S H I O N & B E AU T Y

The response to our new and exclusive fashion and
beauty ranges has been beyond anything we could have
anticipated. Thank you to all those who have treated
themselves to items from the collection, bought gifts for
friends, and to those who have sent us messages about
their acquisitions too.
We’ve been overwhelmed by your kindness and enthusiasm, and we’re
delighted to hear you’re enjoying your purchases. Thanks to your
fantastic response, our Destello fashion range from Hattie Greenwood
and our Visage beauty range from Kati Elliott both continue to broaden
their selections in this issue. Hattie joins us just over the page to show
off some of her fabulous new clothing, hats and, of course, bags. A little
further on, Kati is with us to introduce her latest new eye shadows,
setting powder and concealer.
GEMPORIA.COM/FASHION
GEMPORIA.COM/BEAUTY
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FASHION
W I T H H AT T I E G R E E N W O O D

Hattie wears the 'Ellie Jumper' in pink (100% cotton)
and the 'Emily Bag' in pink
38
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Hattie wears the 'Bethany Dress', the 'Kati Bag' in blue
and the 'Destello Summer Hat'
39

Hattie wears the 'Kati Bag' in green
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Hattie wears the 'Louise Jumper' and the 'Colour Pop Bag' in fuchsia
41

Hattie wears the 'Bethany Dress' and the 'Destello Summer Hat'
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Hattie wears the 'Hattie Jumper' and the 'Kati bag' in pink
43

BEAUTY
W I T H K AT I E L L I OT T

Kati wears Visage Eyeshadow 'The Flora Palette' –

TELC65

(One of six new eyeshadow palettes)
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Kati wears Visage 'Daystay Concealer' –
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VILC98

47

Kati wears Visage 'Stayset Powder' –
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ZMLC20

49

Both desirable and striking, Gemporia’s Tomas
Rae collection of stunning jewellery pieces are
set only with the very best gemstones. Sure to
attract admiration from all who see them, each
piece is a timeless example of fine craft, elegant
design and nature’s most beautiful creations.
GEMPORIA.COM/TOMAS-RAE
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Tales
Lockdown
from

GLENN LEHRER
GEMSTONE ARTIST

There are no two ways about it – lockdown has
been a difficult time for everyone. Still, among
the anxieties and the unknowns, there have been
some positive moments to focus on too, such as the
feelings of togetherness and being able to spend
more time with family.
We decided to speak to some of our Gemporia team
and friends of the business about how they’ve coped
with lockdown and what they’ve been up to, be it at
home, work, or in carrying on as best as possible in
such uncertain times. As you’ll see, there were a lot
of happy moments and lifelong memories created in
these telling times, a testament to the human spirit
that has carried us this far, and will continue to do
so as these unprecedented times continue to unfold.
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Great changes in human history always
proceed moments of major chaos. It’s
times like this where positive change is
available to us all even in the midst of
difficult situations. Change in the way
we live our lives and, globally, how we
choose to get along on our planet. I like
to refer to this period of time we are
experiencing as a liminal space in time,
suspended in space between what was
in contrast to what could be. I have taken
this time over the last three months to
make new changes to my lifestyle, and
also in the way I run the business. I have
discovered how much I love to have
more leisure time with my wife, and we
have made it a regular daily event to go
on walks in nature. Personally, I have
started a vegetable garden that I have
come to call my ‘Victory Garden’.

On a business level, I have made many
major new decisions about how I wished
to go on working. Many individuals
choose to retire around my age, but I
have no plans to fully retire from my
gem artistry. I have already made major
changes to my business. I have moved
to close my gallery/store after 20-plus
years. This has given me, to my delight,
more time to be creative along with
tremendous freedom to create when my
muse is calling me. I have shortened my
hourly workweek, making more room
to enjoy my life and the fruits of my
accomplishments, as well as creating new
images of Liquid Light. All in all, these
new choices and actions give me a very
positive view of my future and hopefully
will be an inspiration for others to choose
a new, positive future.
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AMELIA GR ANT

RUDI WOBITO

PRESENTER

MASTER LAPIDARIST

Well, it’s safe to say my lockdown has
been eventful! I was devastated when
I had to leave you all and start my
maternity leave early. However, now that
baby Jude is here, I’m extremely grateful
for the things I got done around the
house in that extra time. It meant I didn’t
have to do things one-handed while
carrying my new plus-one! Of course,
the amount of extra pre-baby sleep I
managed to get in was also a big bonus!
I have missed you all so much though,
which is why I was so excited to be back
on your TV screens in July, to finally
bring you my ‘Eternity’ collection! Yay!
The dictionary describes ‘Eternity’ as
‘something that is infinite or unending
with time’. Right now in the midst of this
very strange and bizarre year, when it
54
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is much harder to be close to the people
that we love and cherish, we realise that
no matter how much time passes our love
for those people goes nowhere in time. In
fact, it only gets stronger. And this is the
inspiration behind my collection.
I’ve been able to work with some of our
most prestigious stones and beautifully
set them into stunning eternity bands,
which represent forever love and forever
friendship. I wanted them made so that
you can also wear them on a chain, so if
you pass them on as gifts to your family or
your treasured friends, you don’t have to
worry about ring sizes. If you missed the
show, I hope to bring a second collection
of these rings to you in the future. Can’t
wait to see you all again soon, love from
myself, daddy Andy and baby Jude.

I’ve managed to do many of the things that
I have been putting off for years. I bought
home several boxes of gems along with
my scales and measuring tools. For weeks
I was sitting at my kitchen table counting,
weighing and measuring all of these
beautiful gems. I found a few stones that I
didn’t even know I had. When I was finally
done, I had catalogued almost 6,000 gems.
During this, my wife, Liane, was upstairs
in her home office, doing what she does
(insurance stuff). It was all very confusing
for our dog, Mako. We were seriously
cutting into his sleep time. He’s finally
figured out that it is best to ignore us and
sleep on our bed as he always does when
we’re not here to shoo him off.
Next, I tackled the garden. I was furiously
cleaning, raking, weeding and planting. I

learned how to make sourdough bread.
Eventually, I became tired of being the
perfect husband and decided it was time
to go back to work. We are not open to
the public, and I was the only one there,
so it was quite safe. I would work for two
days, looking for stones to cut. I would
do all of the sawing, grinding, and preforming. My brother Ralph would take
over for the next two days and would
finish what I started. I couldn’t wait to go
in again so I could see how the stones
turned out. One of the highlights was a
110ct Champagne Coloured Topaz from
Pakistan. We decided on an Asscher cut.
It was magnificent.
We’re back to work as normal now, and
it feels great. Hopefully, it won’t be too
long until I can visit Gemporia again!
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TAR A COOMBER

VANESSA GORMAN

LAPIDARIST AND JEWELLERY DESIGNER

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

This is the most extended period of
mine and my three children’s lives
that we have spent together. It was
obviously challenging at first while
we adjusted and evolved our routine.
Usually, by three weeks into the
summer holidays, I’m tearing my hair
out, but I have to say they’ve been
brilliant! They have been very mature
with the mentality of ‘we all have to
work together’ to get through these
strange times.
Apart from the homeschooling I’ve also
been teaching them much needed life
skills such as cooking, chores around
the house (mainly clearing up their own
messes), lots of sowing, growing and
planting in the greenhouse and garden,
and some foraging on our daily walks.
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I really enjoy swimming, but since the
pools have been closed, I got my old
bike out and started riding on the roads
again, building confidence.
This has been a great escape at times,
something we all need at the moment.
In terms of work, I’ve spent this time
brushing up on skills as well as learning
new ones. There have been lots of
design developments, such as new
faceting patterns and jewellery designs
as I’ve delved further into my CAD
‘Rhino3D’ software. I’ve also started
to learn ‘Grasshopper3D’ which is a
visual programming tool to produce
parametric design. This will open up a
completely new way to design in the
future. It’s quite complicated, but I like a
challenge, so watch this space!

I've been designing this magazine and
homewares packaging from home with my
eight-year-old daughter, Willow. It's been
tough at times, but we've also embraced
our time together. I've been more relaxed
about homeschooling as I soon realised it
meant I was working and teaching all day
with no downtime or fun time with Willow.
We're very fortunate to live in the
countryside, opposite a forest, so we've
soaked up all the gifts that Mother Nature
has blessed us with; long dog walks
learning about nature, foraging, paddling
in the stream and growing veggies. We've
camped in the back garden, played the
ukulele and cajón, had campfires and
watched the meteor showers. We decided
to build a wildlife pond in the garden, so
we collected pebbles and water from the

stream and introduced plants, tadpoles
and pond snails to it. I taught Willow how
to use my sewing machine and how to tiedye, so she's made scrunchies and tie-dye
t-shirts for her friends.
I've really missed my work buddies. I work
closely with my editor and photography,
so the process has changed a lot, but
they've been absolute superstars. I also
miss the beautiful jewellery at work. But
I have treated myself to a little Rainbow
Sapphire ring (PTDS91) as a memento.
I think Willow and I will look back on
this tragic time with fond memories of
spending precious time together. She
really is my best friend. I'll feel like I'm
missing a limb when I eventually go back
to work, and she goes back to school.
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I hope that out of all of this,
we become kinder, more
compassionate, and more
considerate of our surroundings.

ADINA STUBBS
PRESENTER

When I was asked to write a piece
for this feature, I felt that in all the
madness, a moment of reflection might
be quite a therapeutic thing to do. For
all of us, the lockdown has meant so
many different things, and it’s been
one hell of a rollercoaster ride both
emotionally and practically. It struck
me from the very beginning that we
are all in this together. Amid fear and
uncertainty as the pandemic unfolded,
I was acutely aware that my connection
with loved ones and the need to
connect with you all was greater than
ever. It felt like the only thing I could
do was connect with all of you, the
Gemporia family, in such a way that
no one felt alone. Something about
being human, I guess. Life became very
much centred around family, beautiful
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jewels and keeping everyone’s spirits
up! Things quickly changed at Gemporia.
Myself, Mel, our producer, Tom, our
director, and Steph, our manager,
would busily prepare the shows
behind the scenes, often interrupted
by homeschooling duties and restless
children. Zoom meetings, Skype and
WhatsApp chats became our norm, and
we soon realised that it felt as close as
it could to being connected with our
amazing guests and friends from all
over the world. It’s so quiet at Gemporia
Towers, I long for the office banter and
to hug my colleagues.
Homelife became a mini classroom and
meeting rooms. Our garage became a
workshop for my husband to continue
working, and we converted our office

into a study room for our 15-year-old
daughters Olina and Aurora. They
have been amazing during this whole
process, and committed to their studies
unprompted from 8.30am onwards.
They’ve left me proud and speechless
with their attitude to life. I’ve been
homeschooling Maximus, who’s nine,
and Orelia, who’s four, in the daytime.
I’m not the greatest teacher, but
I’ve taught him to be inquisitive, ask
questions, research, and be passionate.
He’s adored being part of the Facebook
Live videos we’ve done with you! Orelia
often reads stories to our dog Lola and
cat Lilou and sticks by my side like a
limpet. She’s needed so many cuddles
through all this and has sometimes been
angry, saying, “But mummy, I haven’t
got a virus!” We are lucky enough to live
in the country, so we’ve been taking
our daily walks through fields. We’ve
done treasure hunts, played games, and
camped out in the back garden with a
fire, marshmallows and ghost stories.
We’ve done lots of cooking and painting
and creating, and movie nights too.
We’ve had as much fun as we could.
There’s a wonderful feeling of stillness to
the outside world. No traffic. No planes.
Just stillness, as if we all hibernated, like

bears in the summer. We’ve loved this
new quiet. One of my favourite things
was being able to write notes in a jar
with little wishes of what we missed and
would like to do when we came out of
lockdown, like hugging our loved ones,
going to the cinema, shopping trips and
travelling afar. We also decided to do a
jar of things we were enjoying like quiet
roads, blue skies, nature, sunny walks
and time spent as a family. Music has
been my calling to survive all this. Often
when I come back from work, I will
write. I write and play the piano as much
as I can. It’s acted as a kind of healing,
a release in an uncertain and anxious
time of our lives. Perhaps one day I’ll
release a lockdown album if I ever have
the courage! Watch this space.
So where does this lead to now? Who
knows what will happen next? Perhaps
as a human race, we are going through
an accelerated kind of evolution. This
is definitely going to bring about a big
change. Might we be adaptable enough
to make it for the better? I hope that out
of all of this, we become kinder, more
compassionate, and more considerate
of our surroundings. May we unite in
all this through beautiful gemstones,
design, art, music, travel, gardening,
the simple pleasures. I hope we never
take for granted a hug from our friends
and loved ones, or a trip to the cinema
or theatre, or a dinner party again. I
hope we learn to cherish everyone and
everything that touches our lives. That’s
my wish, and I’ve seen such beauty in
the human race in the last three months
that I know that it’s possible. Much love,
Gemporia family.
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ON THE AIR

8AM TO 1PM

At 8am, we head over to the Sewing Street studio for a five hour show packed with the
very latest sewing inspiration, innovative products and detailed demonstrations. Grab
your fat quarters and thread, and join our presenters and guest designers for a morning
full of fun.

Even More of
Your Favourite Shows
Words by D A N M O R R I S

FREEVI EW H D 7 4

It's our very great pleasure to announce an exciting
new addition to the Gemporia channel lineup:
Shopping Quarter. The channel has been broadcasting 24
hours a day on Freeview HD channel 74 since mid-July.
Shopping Quarter is on the air to broadcast a selection of
the very best items and offers from across The Gemporia
Partnership and beyond. Here’s the daily menu of when to
tune in to your favourite shows.

1PM TO 5PM

At 1pm, Shopping Quarter turns its attention to the wonderful world of jewellery
crafting, as we head over to our presenters in the JewelleryMaker studio. The four
hour live show will be packed with beautiful items and easy-to-follow demos from our
inspirational guest designers.

5PM TO 10PM

Between 5pm and 10pm, we head over to studio two at Gemporia Towers for our brand
new live evening show, Gemporia Lifestyle. This new show is centred around Feeling
Good, Living Better. The show will kick off every evening with Primal Living, hosted by
Nick Davies and Poppy Hadkinson. The Primal show will be full of fantastic ideas for
staying healthy and packing more life into your years, along with all-natural supplements,
beauty products and much more. The second half of the show will see the inimitable
Rose Wells and Ruth Linnett bring the very best of Gemporia’s Homewares, fashion and
beauty products and jewellery to your screens.

10PM TO 11PM

For the loose gem connoisseur, we end every night with Gem Collector, a selection of fine
jewels presented by Alex McKay and Emily Fox. Whether you like collecting loose gems
or are looking for the perfect jewel to add into your next jewellery piece, Gem Collector
has the stone for you.

'Through The Night'
11PM TO 8AM

Missed a show? Look out for repeats of our most popular segments throughout the night.
Schedule subject to change. If you can’t find Shopping Quarter on Freeview HD channel 74, please retune your
receiver and it should then appear. Refer to device instructions for more guidance.
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GEMPORIA STYLE GUIDE

Nature's
Rainbow
Jewels
by D A N M O R R I S & V A N E S S A G O R M A N

It’s somewhat of an understatement to say that 2020 has
been a challenging year so far. But for all the worry and
uncertainty, a lot of good has come about too, from acts of
human kindness, a refreshed feeling of togetherness and new
perspectives on life as a whole.
This issue we’re foregoing our usual study of the trends of the
autumn season and are instead inviting all who read this to wear
colours of the rainbow. The rainbow has become an enduring
symbol of our recent trials, and to support everything that it has
come to stand for, get your brightest, boldest gemstones and
colour combinations out of the jewellery box and wear them
with pride and a new sense of hope.
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R E D & OR A NGE

Y E L LOW & GR E E N

01
01

03
02

02

03

05
05

04

07

01. Madeira Citrine & White Zircon 9K Gold Ring HTVJ90, 02. Ciana Hessonite Garnet Sterling
Silver Earrings DICS45, 03. Baltic Cognac Amber Sterling Silver Earrings MLJS71, 04. Red Onyx Sterling
Silver Ring QDCS28, 05. Padparadscha Quartz & White Zircon Sterling Silver Pendant HQWM31,
06. Lehrer Flame Cut Mexican Fire Opal & Diamond 9K Gold Ring JOTQ04, 07. Loliondo Orange Kyanite
Sterling Silver Oval Bangle FCHF95
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06

06

04
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07

01. Prasiolite Midas Ring ALVJ34, 02. Diamantina Citrine Sterling Silver Earrings FPWM57, 03. Verde Onyx
Sterling Silver Earrings TDWM24, 04. Mansa Beryl & Diamond 9K Gold Ring JXOS21, 05. Lehrer Infinity Cut
Diamantina Citrine & Diamond 9K Gold Pendant ANTQ97, 06. Fern Green Quartz & White Zircon Sterling
Silver Ring ZDWM16, 07. Rio Golden Citrine Sterling Silver Bracelet MAAJ30
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BLUE & INDIGO

01

03

02

05
04

06

07

01. Swiss Blue Topaz & Diamond Midas Ring ENWM14, 02. Sar-i-Sang Lapis Lazuli Sterling Silver Earrings
FOWM54, 03. Lehrer Infinity Cut Moroccan Amethyst & Diamond 9K Gold Earrings BPTQ10, 04. Ratanakiri
Blue Zircon Sterling Silver Ring UHDS28, 05. Baiyang Colour Change Fluorite & White Zircon 9K Gold
Pendant RATQ62, 06. Tanzanite & White Zircon 9K Gold Ring DETQ90, 07. Blue Diamond 9K White Gold
Bracelet LUKS13
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V IOL ET & PI N K

T H E SPEC T RU M

01

01

03

02

03
02

05

05
04

06

07

01. Amethyst & Rajasthan Garnet Rose Midas Ring KHVJ46, 02. Mahenge Purple Spinel 9K Gold
Earrings NJAJ14, 03. Safira Tourmaline 9K Gold Earrings SRVJ24, 04. Ametista & Bahia Amethyst
Sterling Silver Ring EIWM76, 05. Purple Copper Mojave Turquoise Sterling Silver Pendant JMCS31,
06. Mystic Pink Topaz Sterling Silver Ring TINK86, 07. Ametista Amethyst Sterling Silver Bangle GRJS83
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06
04

07

01. “The Rainbow” Sapphire Sterling Silver Ring PTDS91, 02. Rainbow Tourmaline Gold Tone Sterling Silver
Earrings RMJQ84, 03. Ammolite Sterling Silver Earrings CNDS69, 04. Ammolite Sterling Silver Ring HLDS10, 05.
Ammolite Sterling Silver Pendant IUDS60, 06. Paua Sterling Silver Ring ZIJQ43, 07. Multi-Colour Sapphire
Sterling Silver Bracelet NMDS40
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Have you thought about trying a new craft?
Or do you already love sewing?
Sewing Street is a brand-new TV show
dedicated to sewing. We bring the expert
advice and tutorials into your living room
with demonstrations in dressmaking, bag
making, quilting, embroidery, needle felting
and all things sewing.
With tutorials for all abilities, whether you’re
new to the craft or a seasoned sewist, our
experts guide you step-by-step through a
variety of makes. You can watch any of our
demonstrations back on YouTube too!

We also have a fabulous community on our
Facebook group ‘Sewing Street Fans’ where
members share their makes and advice.
Be inspired, educated and entertained daily
with Sewing Street on Freeview HD 74, Sky
670 or our YouTube channel.

Watch daily from 8am-1pm on Freeview HD 74,
Sky 670 or our YouTube channel.
Learn and be inspired by our expert
demonstrations in sewing, quilting & cross stitch.
Join our sewing community on social media
and catch up on past demos on YouTube.
Shop online at www.SewingStreet.com
or via our UK call centre on 0800 001 44 33.

SewingStreetTV

@SewingStreet

SewingStreet

www.SewingStreet.com
*code is valid until 31/10/20, cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer and can only be used once.
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The Quick Guide To…

GEMSTONE LUSTRE

PEARLY LUSTRE

Gemstones with a pearly lustre obviously have an appearance similar to that
of organic Pearl and Mother of Pearl. Their appearance is normally due to
microscopic layers within the gem from which light reflects in an unorthodox
yet beautiful manner. Charoite is one such example.

By D A N M O R R I S

SILKY & FIBROUS LUSTRE

I

f you’ve watched our jewellery presentations for any time at all, you’ve
probably heard the word ‘lustre’, but what does this common term mean?
Lustre describes the way light interacts with the surface of an object,
particularly gemstones and minerals, and is derived from the Latin word ‘lux’
meaning ‘light’. The critical distinction here is the word ‘surface’, as the light
that enters into the gem and then bounces back out is known as ‘brilliance’
instead. If light enters the gem and is split into a rainbow of colours, it is
known as ‘fire’ or ‘dispersion’.

Gems with a silky lustre have very fine fibres (just like silk) which are arranged
parallel to each other. Malachite and Sillimanite are both said to have silky
lustre. A fibrous lustre is similar to a silky lustre but has a coarser texture.
Tiger’s Eye has a fibrous lustre.

GREASY LUSTRE

Gems with a greasy lustre are those whose surface reflection is similar to that
of grease. This is caused by a mass of microscopic inclusions within. Peridot,
Alexandrite, some Opals and some Garnets are said to have a greasy lustre.
They can even feel greasy to the touch.

Imagine a completely black, opaque gemstone such as Black Onyx or Black Spinel.
No light is entering the gem, so all the light reflecting back as you move it around
in the light is lustre. Lustre is generally stronger from harder and denser gemstones
such as Diamond and Zircon, but all gems have lustre, whether they be transparent,
translucent or opaque. Not all gemstones have brilliance or fire.

RESINOUS LUSTRE

Resinous lustre is similar to the appearance of resin or smooth plastic. Amber
is one of the most well-known gems that is said to have a resinous lustre,
which is unsurprising given that it is considered a plant resin. Others include
Sphalerite, Sphene and Vesuvianite.

This covers lustre at its most basic level, but the quality of the lustre can be further
sub-defined into categories that describe the type of lustre that a gem can display. The
boundaries between these types of lustre are not rigidly defined. Furthermore, the
same gemstone can show different types of lustre depending on their origin, formation
conditions and any number of other variables, so it is not an exact science.

ADAMANTINE LUSTRE

Diamond and Zircon have a gorgeous, sparkling lustre known as an
adamantine lustre, which has also been described as a ‘mirror-like’ appearance.
Adamantine literally means ‘Diamond-like’. Ruby and Sapphire are sometimes
described as having ‘sub-adamantine’ lustre in rare cases, though many are
classed as vitreous.

VITREOUS LUSTRE

The most common lustre type found in faceted transparent gemstones is
similar to that seen from a pane of glass and is known as a vitreous lustre.
Emerald, Aquamarine, Spinel, Topaz and Tourmaline are amongst those that
are said to have a vitreous lustre. ‘Vitrum’ is the Latin word for ‘glass’, from
where this term is derived.
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WAXY LUSTRE

As the name suggests, gems with a waxy lustre have a surface appearance
similar to that of wax. Jade, Chalcedony and Turquoise have a waxy lustre.
Some Opals are also considered to have waxy lustre, though this can
sometimes be polished to a resinous finish.

DULL LUSTRE

The word dull may not have the most positive connotations, but in gemology
terms, it simply means that the gemstone in questions reflects very little light.
This is often because the stone has a coarse surface, scattering light off in all
directions. Rhodonite is one such example.

METALLIC LUSTRE

Metallic lustre is similar to that of polished metal and is not often seen in the
gemstone world, more frequently being used to describe the metalwork of the
jewellery itself. Pyrite, Marcasite and Haematite are notable gem exceptions.
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ROYA L GE M S
Why not add a touch of regal blue to your
jewellery collection with the beautiful hues of
Tanzanite and Nilamani, set with the elegant
sparkle of Diamond and White Zircon?
GEMPORIA.COM/ROYAL-GEMS

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
Nilamani & Diamond 18K Gold Ring JMTQ86, Nilamani & Diamond 9K Gold Ring RATQ84,
Tanzanite & White Zircon 9K Gold Necklace PQTQ57
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Welcome...
to your autumn JewelleryMaker magazine right here in
the heart of Gemology, every issue. It’s been a packed
three months here at JM Towers, from celebrating
our 10th birthday back in May to all the beautiful new
designs and inspiration we’ve been bringing to you
over the summer. Thank you for joining us.
This issue, we wanted to introduce you to some of our fantastic
team members, both that you may recognise and also from
behind-the-scenes, who tell us a little about what they do. We’re
also looking ahead at inspo for the autumn with some fabulous
makes for you to try for yourselves. Plus, we’ve had a good natter
with Claire Macdonald about her creative process, how she got into
jewellery making and what to expect from her in the near future.
Would you like to make a suggestion for a future edition
of the magazine? Is there a guest designer you’d love to
know more about? Would you like to share some of your
own creations with other JewelleryMaker fans? If so, please
drop us a line by emailing help@jewellerymaker.com.

We hope you enjoy this
edition of our magazine.

Look out for the next issue arriving in orders from
the first week of November. Happy crafting and
we hope to see you on-air again very soon!
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INTRODUCING THE GEM INVESTOR SHOW

Jake Thompson
We’re incredibly excited to announce that Jake
Thompson, Gemporia’s head of gemstone acquisitions,
will be joining us regularly on JewelleryMaker for a
fantastic new gem-packed show.
The Gem Investor Show will go on-air
every Thursday at 9am and will feature
rare gems, beautiful bundles, the
fascinating stories behind the stones
and, of course, our famous amazing
deals. We had a quick chat to Jake and
asked him where the idea came from
and how the new show developed.
“Having sat across the negotiating
table with the heads of major design
maisons, I had a revelation: the
legends we idolise are jewellery lovers,
just like you and I. They have creative
vision, and through their contacts,
they have access to the very top-level

gem material and numerous trade
secrets. And this is all there is to it. I
passionately believe there is a wealth
of untapped creative talent in our
jewellery-making community. In the
new show, I hope to help jewellery
makers realise their full potential by
giving them access to the very best
gemstones, access to trade knowledge
and secrets, and access to wholesale
pricing or better. My ambition for
our community is that we together
discover the next big jewellery
designer, building their fine jewellery
on world-class rock (or gem)!”

The show is on-air already - Jake and the team
are ready to welcome you to this exciting new mix
of phenomenal jewels and insider information.
We hope you’ll be able to join us soon.
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AUTUMN INSPIR ATION AND MINI MAKES

1

It’s never too soon to turn
your crafting thoughts to
the season ahead, so we’ve
jumped into the JM vaults
to pick out some of our
favourite autumnal gems.
To get you started with some design
ideas for your makes, here too are
some simple step-by-step mini-makes
full of inspo, and you can even buy
the items you need to complete
them from these very pages.

Skill Level
Beginner

Project 2 Chain Bracelet

Cut the Amber strand & thread one of your
beads onto a head pin (metal pin with a ball at
the end). Repeat until you reach the desired
number of charms.

2

Beads

Skill Level
Beginner
Beads

ORGY64

Baltic Cognac
Amber Round
Bead 5mm
Strand 38cm

1

Project 1
Drop Earrings

2

YARF78

TJRF48

925 Sterling
Silver Ball
Head Pins
- 50mm
22 Gauge
0.64mm
(30pcs)

Baltic Earthy Amber 5mm
Rounds, 38cm Strand

TUGY68

Baltic Off-White Amber 5mm
Rounds, 38cm Strand

VSGY27

Baltic Butterscotch Amber
5mm Rounds, 38cm Strand

ORGY64

Baltic Cognac Amber Round
Bead 5mm Strand 38cm

Lay the bracelet out and position the head pins
between each link in the chain.

3

3

Findings
925 Sterling
Silver Drop
Earring with
Loop Approx
22x3mm
(3 pairs)

FUGY49

Findings

Cut the Amber strand &
thread one of your beads
onto a head pin (metal pin
with a ball at the end).

4

Bend the head pin over to
a right angle with round
nose pliers.

5

Bring the head pin tail
back over the pliers and
down next to the Amber
round.

LPRF98

925 Sterling Silver Cable Chain
Bracelet Approx 20cm, 1pc

TJRF48

925 Sterling Silver Ball Head Pins 50mm 22 Gauge/0.64mm (30pcs)

YHRF26

925 Sterling Silver Mini
Findings Pack (9pcs)

6

Repeat steps 2-6 in the earring tutorial.

4

5

Tools
GLCR60

Jewellery Making Tool Kit (8pcs)

Tools
GLCR60

Jewellery
Making Tool
Kit (8pcs)

Thread on the earring
finding.

Hold the loop with your
pliers, then wrap the tail
of the head pin around
twice.

Finally, neatly trim the
wire and repeat all steps
for the second earring.

For more tutorials visit

Repeat until your bracelet is full.

www.jewellerymaker.com/hints-tips
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AUTUMN INSPIRATION AND MINI MAKES
Beads (from left to right):

Skill Level
Beginner

ORGY64

Baltic Cognac Amber Round
Bead 5mm Strand 38cm

FUGY49

Baltic Earthy Amber 5mm
Rounds, 38cm Strand

Skill Level
Beginner

Findings
XARF98

925 Sterling Silver Spacer
Beads 3mm (40pcs)

Threading Material

OOPO26

Essential Threading Pack - with
Gold Coloured Beading Thread

Tools

Project 3 Chips Stretchy Bracelets
1

Beads (from left to right):

2

GLCR60

Jewellery Making Tool Kit (8pcs)

Project 4 Spacer Bead Bracelets
1

ENGY45

Baltic Butterscotch
Amber Chips
Approx 2x5mm to
4x11mm, 38cm
Strand

EJGY68

Baltic Cognac
Amber Chips Approx
2x7mm to 4x11mm,
38cm Strand

EPGY35

Baltic Cherry Amber
Chips Approx
2x5mm to 4x11mm,
38cm Strand

Stretch out approx 25cm of the
elastic and thread on your desired
number of beads.

3

Tie a basic overhand knot, one end
over the other and back through
the loop pulling the beads together.

Cut 25cm (10 inches) of beading
thread using your cutters.

2

Feed a crimp bead (small metal
tube) onto the beading thread.
Then, feed the thread through the

4
3

4

Threading Material:

OOPO26
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Essential Threading
Pack - with
Gold Coloured
Beading Thread
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Tie an overhand knot again passing
one end through twice and pull
tight bringing the bracelet together.

loop on your clasp. Bend the thread
over and pass it back through the
crimp bead. Using your flat nose
pliers flatten the crimp to secure your
clasp and trim the excess wire as
close as possible to the crimp.

Pull the beads each side of the
knot slightly apart checking that it
does not come undone. Add a little
hypo cement or clear nail varnish
to secure the knot and let it dry
completely. Carefully trim off the
excess elastic close to the knot.

Feed on 1 Amber round, 1 spacer
bead and repeat until your bracelet
reaches the required length for
your wrist.

Then feed the thread through a
jump ring (for the clasp to fasten
to). Pull the thread tight so that the
beads and the jump ring are as close
as possible before flattening the
crimp bead and trimming off the
excess beading thread.

Following the same process as step
2, feed a crimp bead (small metal
tube) onto the beading thread.
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MEET THE

JewelleryMaker Team

Mark
Jackson
Managing Director
How long have you worked at JewelleryMaker?
On and off, for about seven years now. I started
with Gemporia as the Head of Contact Centre
so was responsible for the service aspect
for JewelleryMaker in the early days. I soon
progressed to Operations Director, responsible
for both Gemporia and JM operations, so had
seen the crafting side of the business grow
substantially until it was sold in 2015. As always,
good news follows bad, and it was great to hear
we were getting JM back as part of the family
and that I would be heading it up. It is such an
incredibly exciting business to be a part of.

It takes a large and very hard working team to bring
JewelleryMaker to your screens every day. Because many of
you will only normally see the final result of this hard work
- the show itself - we wanted to introduce you to just some
of the faces that keep the JM machine so well oiled.
We’ve asked five members of the team from both in front of and
behind the cameras to share a little about their job with you,
what they get up to each day and the things that they enjoy
most about JM. We’re starting at the very top, as we introduce
you to our managing director, Mr Mark Jackson himself.
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What are your main job
responsibilities?
My son asks me what I do at work,
and my response to him is “keep
people happy”. It is such a varied
role from setting direction, making
sure everyone has what they need
to keep the business moving in
the right direction and, currently,
working on how we provide our
customers with more inspiration
for their jewellery making journey.
Who do you work with,
and what do they do?
The entire JM team is about 100
strong, and I am proud to say
that each individual has a great
passion for our business and our
customers. I enjoy speaking to
everyone, but work closest with
the senior team including Chloe

– Head of TV, Simon – Head
of Buying and Merchandising,
Paula – Group Director, Carl –
Head of Warehousing, Caroline
– Head Buyer, Georgia - Senior
Product & Concept Developer
and Sue, who has just joined as
our Senior Marketing Manager.
What do you love most
about your job?
I enjoy the versatility the most;
there is always something going
on, and there can be a lot of
challenges. I get to do a range of
things, but most interesting is being
a catalyst in getting the ideas from
the team into motion. We have
such a creative and inspiring team.

What makes JewelleryMaker
such a unique place to work?
The fact that no day is the same
and more importantly, the passion
of the team wanting to deliver
the best to our customers. This
is not something I have found
commonplace in businesses I have
worked for prior to Gemporia.
Any claims to fame?
No, I am not a limelight person;
I just try to do the best I can
for those around me.
What is your favourite
gemstone, and why?
I am quite partial to Tiger’s Eye as
this was the first gemstone that was
ever given to me. I was about 10,
and it was given to me by a friend
of my dad, who was a gemologist.
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Oli
Campion

How long have you worked
at JewelleryMaker?
Forever! I worked on one of
the other Gemporia channels
and was approached by Paula
Bennett to help set up JM.
From then on, I was hooked

Production Manager

and moved over to work on JM
full time. So, I’ve been with JM
for 10 years now. I have seen
the channel grow and evolve

How long have you worked at JewelleryMaker?

over the years, and it really has

I’ve been at JM for 10 years now, right from the start

been a wonderful journey to

when we had a very small crew, and we did every job.

be part of. I think the level of

As well as filming the show, we would photograph all of

talent we have, the inspiration

the products for the website too. We would work fast

we bring and the selection of

and efficiently just to get everything done, and that work

items is currently at its best,
and we continue to expand
and develop all the time.

ethic has continued throughout the crew until today.

Chloe Jones
Head of TV

Who do you work with,
and what do they do?
I currently manage 32 people,
including the crew, the directors,
the producers and the presenters.
Also, engineer Matt who keeps
everything running, and our
post-production team Calum
and Allan, who edit all the promo
videos that we show on-air.
Have you worked elsewhere in the
business before your current role?
I started with Steve Bennett when
he owned a wine channel called
Vinappris, as a camera operator.
Then I moved with Steve when
he opened up the jewellery
channel Rocks TV, and I started
to train as a TV director. Steve
then reacquired Gems TV, and
the whole operation was merged
to become the Gemporia that we
know today. I moved to JM and
became a full-time director, and
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through the years, I have moved
up to Head of Production and then
two years ago became Head of TV.
What do you love most
about your job?
I adore the team I work with, they
are an incredibly talented bunch,
and it is a pleasure to manage
them. I am very fortunate that I
love my job, and although we all
work extremely hard, we always
have a lot of fun. I enjoy the thrill
of live TV and how things can
change very quickly. I love putting
shows together that we think the
audience will enjoy and to this
day I still get very excited about
the product and gemstones.
What makes JewelleryMaker
such a unique place to work?
Without a doubt, it’s the people.
We really are one big family, and
we have a lovely culture where

we always support each other.
We laugh a lot, and we all have
respect for each other. I think
we offer something very unique
to the customers and they are
part of our family, and we love to
engage with them and see what
they have made. There are some
very talented jewellery makers
out there, and we feel honoured
to be a part of their journey.
Any claims to fame?
I met David Beckham once and
was given his Man United shirt.
Seven years later I sold the shirt,
and it paid for a new bathroom
and a holiday. Thank you, David!
What is your favourite
gemstone, and why?
I’m a big fan of Paraiba Tourmaline
and its beautiful intense
colour, and of course, what
girl doesn’t love Diamonds?

What are your main job responsibilities?
As production manager, I look after the studio, oversee
the crew, and organise the rota and training. I also direct
the morning show on one of the two shift sides.

Who do you work with,
and what do they do?
We have a crew of sixteen, eight
on each shift side. My team on the
morning show consists of producer
Tom Stewart, camera operator
Michael Woulfe, floor manager
Tom Neary and my presenter is
Carol Roache. I absolutely love
my crew. We make a five-hour
live show, so having chemistry
with the people you work with is
really important. They make my
job easier and so enjoyable.
Have you worked elsewhere in the
business before your current role?
I’ve covered every job in
production, from floor manager to
photographer to camera operator
to director. Before JM, I was a
producer for other channels, and
I’ve produced quite a few shows
on JM, which is a nice change
from my usual job of directing.

What do you love most
about your job?
It would have to be the people.
We’ve built such a great workforce
over the years as JM has got bigger
and better. Also, we get to go to
work every day to basically play with
cameras and vision mixing desks,
and film incredible gemstones
that the planet has produced. We
then show people how to make
some truly incredible jewellery.
What makes JewelleryMaker
such a unique place to work?
I don’t mean to sound like a broken
record, but again, it’s the people.
I’ve laughed so many times at work
and been proud of the shows that
we’ve produced. And it’s not just
the crew and presenters but the
designers too, we get to work with
such creative people. I’m always
so impressed with the designs they
keep coming up with. One day, we

could be showing really detailed,
high-end jewellery and the next
we’re building home decor out of
gemstones and metal sheets.
Do you have any funny stories
from you and your team?
Plenty, but they are all too rude to
publish, plus I’m keeping everyone’s
secrets as a retirement fund!
Any claims to fame?
I’m a personal friend
of Carol Roache.
What is your favourite
gemstone, and why?
Opal, Black Opal especially. I love
all gemstones with a play of colour
or some kind of light effect, like
Labradorite or Black Star Sapphire.
But Opal is just mesmerising.
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Caroline
Hawkins

How long have you worked
at JewelleryMaker?
I was at JewelleryMaker shortly
after it began when Carol and
I launched ‘The Late Show’. I
left around four years ago to
pursue a few other projects and
returned a little under a year ago.
What are your main job
responsibilities?
There are loads! To prep for
great shows with the team, to
learn about all the products we
present so that we can relay
that knowledge to our lovely
customers, to keep everyone
updated on social media, to have
fun, to do any promotions that
need doing, and to come up with
exciting new show concepts.
Other than that, I just try not to
swear on-air, and try to show
up with my hair washed, my
face on and my nails done!
Who do you work with,
and what do they do?
Well, I see the whole company
as one big team. It’s not just
about me, the producer and
the director, but the buyers, the
promotion team, the kit makers
and the guest designers too. We
all have to work together to create
amazing, fresh and exciting shows.
Have you worked elsewhere
in the business before
your current role?
I have worked for loads of different
shopping channels all over the
world and had such a wonderfully
varied career. I started on QVC
as a fitness and beauty guest,
then moved to Ideal World, as
well as channels in Germany
and Italy. I then spent a few
wonderful years at a shopping
channel in Canada called TSC,
one in Australia called TVSN,
and a USA channel called HSN,
and would fly about presenting
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Senior Buyer
How long have you worked at JewelleryMaker?
I have worked at JewelleryMaker for just over a year
now, and it has changed so much during that time.
We have written strategies to focus on where we
want the business to grow, with the customer at
the forefront of our minds. This is something that
is being implemented as we speak. We are trying to

Jenny Cleary

bring amazing value for money to our customers,
WOW products and kits that are inspirational,
while also trying to build a strong foundation to
be a destination for jewellery making supplies.

Presenter
their beauty and health shows. I also worked in Hong Kong and Chicago,
USA, before settling back in the UK and working for Gemporia and
JewelleryMaker, both of which I just love. I got really into arts and crafts
and worked at Create and Craft for four years, where I learned so much
and met some amazing friends. I then got an unexpected call from
lovely Chloe at Jewellery Maker and got reeled back to where I belong!
I absolutely love working on shopping television. It’s one of the craziest,
funniest, unique jobs in the world, and no two days are ever the same.
What do you love most about your job?
I love the people and the customers the most. I love learning
about gemstones and new design techniques.
What makes JewelleryMaker such a unique place to work?
The amazing guest designers and all of the wonderful gemstones.
The hilarious crew that I get to work with too, of course.
Any claims to fame?
I once worked for a channel that Joan Rivers worked for and I
met her quite a few times. What a lovely woman she was.
What is your favourite gemstone, and why?
I chop and change, but I adore Citrine, Pearls, Diamonds and Peridot.

What are your main job
responsibilities?
I am the Senior Buyer at
JewelleryMaker, so I lead the
buying team and also report
to Simon, the Head of Buying.
My day-to-day responsibilities
are quite varied, but all of it
comes back to the product. I
source Pearls, sterling silver and
Argentium®️ for the business, so
I am in constant contact with my
trusted supply base, understanding
what deals they have, finding
unique products, negotiating
prices, and developing and
designing new lines. I work closely
with the kit team and production
team to ensure that the products
that go on-air are shown to our
customers with inspiration on
what to make. Also, explaining the
quality aspects of the products so
this can be communicated back
to our customers via the TV.

Who do you work with,
and what do they do?
There are three of us in the
buying team, myself, Victoria and
Jemma. Victoria and Jemma are
also buyers that source many
different products. Victoria
specialises in Amber, base metals
and seed beads, while Jemma
specialises in tools and wire.
Have you worked elsewhere
in the business before
your current role?
Yes, I was a Senior Buyer at
Sainsbury's Argos. I ran a team
of four buyers in the homeware
department and have worked on
many different areas from textiles
to cookshop to cards and wrap.
What makes JewelleryMaker
such a unique place to work?
JewelleryMaker is a unique place
to work because we bring our

customers newness EVERY DAY!
Not many retailers can say they
do that. Our quickness to market
means myself and the team can
react to sales, and if customers
love something, we will look to
bring them back in again quickly,
or a new version of it. At a big
retailer like Sainsbury's Argos, we
would have ranges that we would
bring in for six months at a time.
What is your favourite
gemstone, and why?
Pearls, obviously! They are all
so unique and have different
characteristics depending on what
Pearl you choose, and the way
a Pearl is created is fascinating.
Hopefully, our JewelleryMaker
customers have been learning
lots about Pearls from our
fabulous guest Charlie Barron.
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Claire
Macdonald
This issue, we’re talking with the supremely talented Claire
Macdonald about her path to JewelleryMaker, her seemingly
endless stream of ideas and inspiration, and her advice to
anybody just beginning their jewellery making journey.

Hi Claire, how do we find you today, and what
have you been doing?
Hey everyone, I’m really good thank you. Today has
been a working at home day. If I’m not going into
the studio, I make my jewellery in the workroom
at home. I live with my two wonderful daughters
and three cheeky dogs. At the moment, during the
lockdown, my daughter’s boyfriend is living with
us too.
So we have a lovely housefull. The dogs, Gonzo
the chihuahua, Gizmo the miniature dachshund
and Teddy the miniature Yorkshire Terrier are loving
every minute of us being at home all the time. It’s a
dream come true for them.
How long have you been a guest designer on
JewelleryMaker? How did you get involved with
the show?
I’ve been a guest designer with JewelleryMaker
for six years this year. The time has absolutely
flown by. Although, when I consider the journey
and the experience it has been, then so much has
happened in those years. How I became a guest
designer confirms my belief in fate, but also how
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sometimes you have to push forward and make
your own destiny. I was an engineer and having
the worst day ever: nothing was going right. In
general, I wasn’t enjoying my job, feeling like it was
groundhog day, and most of the time, I thought I
wasn’t achieving anything. It was one of those times
when you ask yourself, “Is this it? Is this really what
life is about?” My friend and colleague called me
and said, “I’ve been talking to a customer about you
and your jewellery, and they want to see what you
do.” He said the customer worked on a jewellery
channel that had a sister channel dedicated to
making jewellery. I had no idea such a thing existed.
This was fantastic news! The other fantastic and
scary news was that they were looking for people
to make jewellery for them.
Like most of us, I have that voice in my head that
tells me, “I’m not good enough to do that” and that
was my initial reaction. I was given an email address
to send some photos of my work to. I sat on the
information for a week. I procrastinated, talked
myself out of it, convinced myself my jewellery
wasn’t good enough to show to anyone. It was my
hobby, a private pastime that I wasn’t confident about.
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How long do you think it took you to become
proficient when you first started making jewellery?
I’m a firm believer in ‘practice makes perfect’
and that if people are taught properly, they can
be good at anything. Some people are naturally
better at different things and might find it easier
than others. Still, I believe that with the right
tuition, encouragement and self-belief, we can all
become proficient in whatever we want. Jewellery
making is no different. Keep practising the basics,
the foundations, get your wrapped loops perfect,
and that will improve your wire weaving. Have
the confidence to play with colours, shapes and
asymmetry, and that will open your creative mind to
other mediums and techniques. Becoming proficient
is an exciting journey of exploration.

With lots of encouragement and support from my
family and friends, I put together a portfolio of work
and sent it off. I was terrified! I’d taken the plunge,
taken a risk, come out of my comfort zone and
put myself out there… and I heard NOTHING! No
acknowledgement, no communication that anyone
had received anything, no “thank you, but no thanks”.
Nothing. I jumped to the conclusion that my work
hadn’t been good enough and I was silly even to
think I would’ve been considered. But the other
voice, the much smaller, quieter, more easily ignored
voice told me not to give up and to call them, and
find out why. So I did, and they told me that they
hadn’t ever received the email and to resend it! I did,
and got called in for a screen test the following week.
The screen test is a whole other story.
My journey as a guest designer has been one that
has developed with the support and literal handholding from customers and viewers, wonderful
jewellery makers who have supported me and my
work from my first show; a show where my hands
shook uncontrollably, and people now love to tell me
how terrified I looked. I was terrified! I was making
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jewellery on live TV! What could possibly go wrong?
Since then, I’ve had demos that have gone to pieces,
uncontrollable giggles that consumed me so I
couldn’t breathe, never mind demonstrate anything.
And that’s what I adore about JewelleryMaker;
its ability to bring like-minded, creative, caring,
sharing people together, to learn, laugh and express
themselves. JewelleryMaker is a family of friends.
Were you a crafter or hobbyist before you joined
JewelleryMaker?
My creative background goes back to my childhood.
I’ve always loved drawing and being creative. As a
child, my pockets would be full of ‘treasures’; bits
that I had found and picked up to make something
with - paper clips, bottle tops, pen lids, scraps of
wire, buttons, literally anything. I’ve always ‘got lost’
in the creative process, and that passion guided
me through my education and studies. ‘A’ level art,
foundation courses and a degree in ceramics and
glass and hopefully, when the time is right to study
formally again, a masters. That is what I love about
creativity and learning. It’s a discovery and a journey
that has no end. You can just keep going.

What is your process when you receive a new kit
from JM? Where do you start and how long does it
take you to complete on average?
Some kits shout out to me what should be made
from them. It’s singular and definite. Others will take
longer and give more alternatives and potentials. I
might draw the piece out and enjoy the process of
taking what’s in my head, putting it on to paper then
creating it as a three-dimensional object with tools
and my hands. Some pieces can take a couple of
hours, and other projects are marathons and take
days. Days where I’m holed up in my workroom,
leaving cups of tea to go cold, forgetting to eat and
totally immersed in the process of making.
Did you ever think your career would bring you to
a live TV show? How much do you enjoy it and do
you get nervous going on-air?
I love being a designer with JewelleryMaker. I feel
immense gratitude that I can create pieces and then
go to a place, albeit a TV studio with cameras, and
chat to people I consider friends all about jewellery
making, ideas, creative processes and beautiful
products. If I haven’t been on a show for a while, I
sometimes feel apprehensive before going live, but I
don’t really ever worry about saying the wrong thing
or making a mistake because I’ve done that so many
times now, it’s standard! We aren’t robots, and when
you are making something, sometimes it goes well
and sometimes it doesn’t. You have to accept that
and embrace it, even if it happens on live TV!
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awe of how knowledgeable they are.
JewelleryMaker is easy and light-hearted but
imparts so much information regarding gemstones
and jewellery making techniques. That’s a rare mix.
I believe the uniqueness and success of JM lies
with its fabulous crews. In these teams, there are
collaborations of incredible talent and creativity,
energy and sensitivity. Presenters and designers are
on screen but working alongside us are people who
are talented singers, songwriters, artists, actors,
filmmakers. Michael, Oli, Ben... characters who
bring so much to the team. That’s what makes JM
so enjoyable and entertaining to watch.
What can we expect from you in the near future
on JewelleryMaker?
Some exciting projects are coming up for me over
the rest of the year at JM. I’m hoping to work with
more silver and soldering, which will be fun. Pearl
drilling and carving gemstones have also been
discussed. Hopefully, there will be more glass fusing
and new types of wire; precious metal and gallery wire.

What would your advice be to anyone who’s just
setting out in jewellery making?
To anyone who is just starting out, firstly, I would
say I’m envious, because you have so many brilliant
learning experiences about to come your way. The
feeling of achievement and accomplishment when
you’ve made a piece of jewellery you are happy with,
and love, and then someone else loves it and perhaps
even wants to buy it, is a fantastic, uplifting one. In
a practical sense I would recommend getting some
decent flush cutters. You can survive and make great,
neat jewellery with basic round nosed and chain
nosed pliers for a while but good flush cutters are a
game changer. So invest in some and they will give
you a neater, more professional finish.
What are your favourite gemstones and materials
to work with when you’re crafting, and why?
I love Turquoise. Sleeping Beauty Turquoise is my
favourite. That particular shade of blue literally lifts my
mood, holds my attention and gives me strength. I
wear Turquoise most days for those reasons. My inner
magpie is always drawn to beautiful faceted, sparkly
gemstones; Kunzite, Pink Amethyst, Morganite. I
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love the clarity, brightness and femininity. I’m also
drawn to Labradorite and Pietersite, stones that are
darker with an internal phenomenon that can be
moodier and intense. I love working with wire - ideally
sterling silver wire or bare copper. I love the different
processes and manipulations you can do with them
both. Cold and hot working, weaving, soldering,
texturing and shaping.
What do you think your designs have brought to
JM as a whole?
I hope I have bought a style that is unique to me. The
comments on my work are mostly an appreciation
of the intricacy and wearability of it. While I love
creating ‘wow’ pieces, I always want my jewellery to
be comfortably wearable, rather than being stiff and
more sculptural.
Which presenters do you work with regularly and
have you ever had any hilarious or embarrassing
moments on-air with them?
I often work on the morning show, so I’m usually
alongside Carol, Elle or Zena. I also love being on
the mid shows with Hannah, Jenny, Lucy, Becky and
Vicky. I love all the presenters and am constantly in

As you create more and more beautiful jewellery,
how do you keep your inspiration fresh and
exciting?
Inspiration can come at the strangest of times, while
you are sleeping and dreaming, walking the dogs,
daydreaming, doing mundane everyday things, and
an idea will pop into your head. You feel that frisson
of excitement of a new project, new technique,
something to try out. Keep a notepad and pencil
near you or make a note on your phone. I’ve always
got a sketch pad to hand to draw out or jot down
that tiny kernel of an idea. You never know how big
it will become and grow.
What do you enjoy doing in your free time when
you’re not crafting jewellery?
I always say that jewellery making is creative therapy
for me. It makes me happy and is a positive thing
in my life. Another positive and affirming activity
for me is running and daily exercise. I discovered
the benefits of running a couple of years ago, and
since then, I’ve done a few half marathons and one
day would love to commit to training for and to
complete a marathon. I’m very slow but enjoy the
headspace it gives me. The running led me to want
to feel physically stronger in myself, so I started

doing other sorts of exercise at a small gym near
my home. I work out pretty much every day and
enjoy the feeling of strength and energy exercise
can give you. It’s been a slow and hard journey. I’m
not a naturally active or sporty person. I hated PE
at school and would always be one of the last to be
picked at team games. I dreaded those lessons. But
I work hard and push myself for me, and it massively
helps my emotional wellbeing and mental health.
This is important at any time but especially at the
moment as lockdown can make the smallest, most
insignificant thing seem insurmountable. Being fit
and healthy is something I am very grateful for.
How can our crafters stay in touch with you and
find out what you’re doing and when you’ll next
be on the show?
I love seeing jewellery makers at workshops or
events and enjoy seeing and admiring the ‘Wall
of Fame’ entries. Being part of this wonderful
community is fantastic. Although face to face
communication is limited at the moment, I can be
contacted on my Facebook guest designer page
‘JM Guest Designer Claire Macdonald’. Thanks for
reading, lots of love and keep safe everyone.
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GEMSTONE FAMILY TREE

TOURMALINE
Words by
DAN MORRIS

The tale goes that Tourmaline was named as such
because a package of multi-coloured gemstones
was once sent from Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) to the
Netherlands. Originating where they did on this highly
regarded ‘gemstone island’, it was assumed that they were
mixed gemstones of different types. After observing
that the stones all began to attract dust when they were
heated by the sun, regardless of their various colours, the
Dutch gemologist who received the gems realised that
they were a distinct gem type, previously undescribed.
This was in 1703, and they were subsequently named
after the only word to be scribbled on the parcel: ‘Turmali’,
meaning ‘stones with mixed colours' in Sinhalese.
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THE SCIENCE BIT
The characteristic ‘attracting of dust’ that finally helped to distinguish the gem
scientifically is due to Tourmaline being both Piezoelectric and also Pyroelectric.
Piezoelectricity is the ability of a mineral to generate an electric charge when it is
subjected to any mechanical stress. Pyroelectricity is the same kind of electrical
charge but caused by a change in temperature in the gemstone. Both of these
phenomena will produce a very low-level electrical attraction, which is why small
particles such as dust will be attracted to the stone if it is under either mechanical
or thermal stress.
Normally, one of the simplest ways of explaining the composition of a gem is to
show its chemical formula – a breakdown of the elements it contains. Diamond,
for example, has the chemical formula of C, as it is entirely made up of carbon.
Corundum (Ruby and Sapphire) has the formula Al2O3 , which is aluminium oxide.
Quartz is SiO2 or silicon dioxide. Tourmaline’s chemical composition, which can be
written in several ways, is anything but simple:
(Ca,Na,K,▢)(Li,Mg,Fe2+,Mn2+,Zn,Al,Cr3+,V 3+,Fe3+,Ti4+,▢)3 (Mg,Al,Fe3+,Cr3+,V 3+)6([		
Si,Al,B]6O18)(BO3)3(OH,O)3(OH,F,O)
To put it slightly more simply, Tourmaline is primarily made up of varying quantities
and combinations of aluminium, iron, magnesium, sodium, lithium, potassium and
various other trace elements such as copper. Each bracketed section above, such
as (Ca,Na,K,▢), will only ever contain one of the listed elements in that location.
The symbol ‘▢’ means that this part of the formula is vacant in certain instances.
The myriad possibilities of this formula is why Tourmaline is such a colourful stone
– with different elements being responsible for the many different hues. The full
Tourmaline group is colossal and can be split into 36 distinct species with their own
chemical formula. Gemologically we can jettison 32 of these and just concentrate
on the four species that give us the beautiful gem varieties: Schorl, Elbaite,
Liddicoatite and Dravite.
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SCHORL

ELBAITE

L I D D I C O AT I T E

DR AV I T E

Schorl Tourmaline is the most common form of the
mineral, not necessarily in jewellery, but certainly in
terms of how prevalent it is in the Earth’s crust. Of all
Tourmaline known to exist, up to 95% is thought to be
Schorl. It is only ever found in opaque black form and is

Elbaite Tourmaline might not sound familiar, but the
varieties that sit in this species certainly do. They are
the most well known and most valuable varieties of this
gem. Many Elbaite members are strongly pleochroic,
meaning different hues can be observed when looking

never translucent or transparent.

through the gemstone across its different axes.

Only recognised as a distinct Tourmaline species in
1977, Liddicoatite is virtually identical to Elbaite but for
its calcium atom replacing that of sodium. Before 1977,
these varieties were classified as Elbaite. Named after
Richard T Liddicoat (1918-2002), the former president
of the Gemological Institute of America who created

The Dravite species mostly produces Brown Tourmalines
that are usually not high enough quality to be used in
jewellery. Just occasionally, when conditions are perfect,
it can create some stunning brown to orange, orange to
yellow and golden varieties. It can sometimes form with
the ideal mix of chromium and vanadium, creating the

CHEMICAL FORMULA: NaFe2+3Al 6Si 6O18(BO3) 3(OH) 3OH

CHEMICAL FORMULA: Na(Li1.5,Al1.5)Al 6Si 6O18(BO3) 3(OH) 3OH

their famous Diamond grading system.

most desired Green Tourmaline.

CHEMICAL FORMULA: Ca(Li1.5,Al1.5)Al 6Si 6O18(BO3) 3(OH) 3OH

CHEMICAL FORMULA: NaMg 3Al 6Si 6O18(BO3) 3(OH) 3OH

BL ACK TOURMALINE

RUBELLITE

W AT E R M E L O N T O U R M A L I N E

GOLDEN TOURMALINE

Like Black Onyx, Black Spinel and Jet, Black Tourmaline is
a solid, opaque black gemstone known primarily for its
remarkable vitreous lustre.

This deep pinky-red variety of Tourmaline is so revered
that it is often referred to without its Tourmaline suffix.
Rubellite is usually found with inclusions which, as with
Emerald, help to give each unique piece its own character.
Completely clean stones can also be discovered and fetch
a premium. The difference between Pink Tourmaline and
Rubellite is that the latter must show a deeper tone, with
a hue closer to red than pink.

An incredibly rare variety of Tourmaline where the
outside of the crystal is coloured green while the centre is
coloured pink. In even more extraordinary circumstances,
these colours have been found inverted too.

At its best, Dravite Tourmaline can lean slightly away from
its most common hue of brown and instead take on a
golden hue that brings to mind the finest Citrine, Imperial
Topaz and Golden Beryl (Heliodor) stones.

CHARCOAL GRE Y TOURMALINE
Similar to the above but slightly greyer. Still only found in
opaque forms.

INDICOLITE
T O U R M A L I N AT E D Q U A R T Z
This is, of course, primarily a Quartz gemstone, but the
black needle-like Tourmaline inclusions that make the
gem so collectable are indeed Schorl inclusions.

Also famous enough to take a stand-alone name,
Indicolite is the dark, velvety ultramarine variety of
Elbaite Tourmaline. Incredibly rare and always in
demand, Indicolite’s often dark tone and occasional hints
of teal and viridian give it character and quality unseen
anywhere else in the gem world.

BI - COLOUR TOURMALINE

OR ANGE TOURMALINE

Other Tourmaline crystals have also been found to show
two different colours across their crystal, though often
just in a linear fashion. They include but are not limited
to blue to grey, blue to green and blue to pink.

Because Dravite can rarely be found to contain trace
amounts of iron, which pull the colour towards red,
a beautiful but almost never seen variety of Orange
Tourmaline also exists in tiny quantities.

BLUE TOURMALINE

CHROME TOURMALINE

Not to be confused with Indicolite, this variety often
displays a lighter, brighter appearance more reminiscent
of the finest Aquamarines.

Perhaps one of the most sought after varieties of
Tourmaline, certainly after Paraiba, Rubellite and
Indicolite, is Chrome Tourmaline. This highly saturated,
bright, intense green is coloured by chromium and
vanadium (both of which also lend Emerald its worldfamous colour). If there were a perfect meeting point
between the depth of tone in a Chrome Diopside and the
brightness and vibrancy of a Tsavorite Garnet, Chrome

PA R A I B A T O U R M A L I N E
The tropical ocean blue-green of Paraiba Tourmaline is
only possible because of tiny amounts of copper within
the makeup of this variety. Discovered in 1989, in the
Brazilian state of Paraiba, the original source was quickly
mined to exhaustion. Further stones of the same variety
were later found in Nigeria in 2001, on the opposite side
of the southern Atlantic Ocean.

GREEN TOURMALINE
Not to be confused with Chrome Tourmaline, which
we’ll explore shortly, Green Tourmaline is a term used
to describe most other green-hued variants. Sometimes
it can be of a darker tone and deeper colour, close in
character to Indicolite. Brighter, livelier, Emerald-like
stones have also been discovered and are often named
Verdelite Tourmaline.

PINK TOURMALINE
Tourmaline that shows a distinctly pink hue, as opposed
to the pinky-red of Rubellite, will fall into this variety.
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VIOLET TOURMALINE
A bright purple Amethyst-like variety that is seldom found,
and even when it is, the quality is rarely gemstone grade.

RED TOURMALINE

Tourmaline would surely be it. Interestingly, when viewed
through a Chelsea filter (a tool first developed to help
gemologists separate genuine Emerald from other green
gems), Chrome Tourmaline will appear bright red.

Distinct from Rubellite and Pink Tourmaline, this variety
is closer in hue to fine Almandine Garnet and top-grade
Burmese Red Spinel.

BROWN TOURMALINE
Not always the most desirable colour, Brown Tourmaline is
nevertheless sought after by collectors for its champagne
to chocolate tones and peerless clarity.

OLIVE GREEN TOURMALINE
Not to be confused with other varieties of Green
Tourmaline, this variety is much more of an olive, earthy,
brown to green hue.
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Possibly the most remarkable aspect of Tourmaline – certainly from a collector’s
point of view – is that it has been discovered in virtually every hue imaginable. No
wonder it was confused with so many other types of gemstones for such a large part of
its history. It has certainly earned its nickname as ‘the chameleon gem’.
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T R E AT M E N T S
The colour of some Tourmaline gems can be enhanced through heat treatment. Some
greenish stones can be made deep green, some brownish-red stones can be made red,
and some light pink stones can be made colourless. Paraiba Tourmaline is sometimes
heated to improve its colour too. This is relatively rare for most varieties though, and the
vast majority of the colours we offer at Gemporia come to you entirely naturally.

WHERE ARE THE Y MINED?
Tourmalines are found tucked away in all four corners of the world. However, most
on the market today are from Brazil. We source many of our Tourmaline stones
from the Cruzeiro and Pederneira mines near the town of São José da Safira in
Brazil’s famous Minas Gerais (‘general mines’) state. The houses in São José da
Safira are painted in a range of bright colours, such is the importance of gemstone
mining in this area. Chrome Tourmaline comes from the Merelani area of Tanzania,
also renowned as being the world’s only source of Tanzanite. Other sources of
gem-quality stones include India, Sri Lanka, Madagascar, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Kenya, Namibia and Malawi.

IN JE WELLERY
As well as all featuring incredible hues in their own right, the colours of Tourmaline
work together effortlessly, allowing jewellers like us to create beautiful cocktail-style
rainbow designs. Tourmaline tends to form in remarkably elongated crystals, so it’s not
uncommon to see unusually long gemstones beautifully faceted and set into a range
of designs to suit. These include ring-set stones that sit parallel to the finger, long-drop
baguette-cut earrings and stylish drop pendants made of a single piece. Tourmaline
measures 7 to 7.5 on the Mohs scale of gemstone hardness too, making it suitable for
regular wear.
GEMPORIA.COM/TOURMALINE-JEWELLERY
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Left to right
Cruzeiro Pink Tourmaline & White Zircon 9K Gold Pendant WKEQ19, Rainbow Tourmaline & White
Zircon 14K Gold Earrings PRAJ20, Rainbow Tourmaline & White Zircon 14K Rose Gold Ring BFAJ38, Cuprian
Tourmaline & Diamond 18K Gold Ring KYGA57
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Take an extra 10% OFF all prices
shown using exclusive discount code

PRIGEMTEN

Only available at
W W W. P R I M A L L I V I N G . C O M

What is YouBamboo?
Bamboo fabric is a natural textile made from the pulp of bamboo grass and
is a different type of bamboo from the kind that pandas eat. The bamboo
used to produce fabrics is easily replenished and requires no pesticides to
grow. Bamboo is considered one of the most sustainable plants because
it grows quickly and does not require chemicals or irrigation. It also
biodegrades more quickly than oil-based synthetics.

YouBamboo Bedding Sets

YouBamboo Clothing

Available in Single, Double, King and Superking.
In colours White, Blue and Taupe.
Comes with fitted sheet and handy storage bag.

Womens Sizes: M UK Dress Size 12-14/73-78cm waist/98103cm hips. L UK Dress Size 16/83cm waist/108cm hips.
XL UK Dress Size 18/88cm waist/113cm hips.
Mens Sizes: L 101-105cm/40-41in. XL 106-111cm/42-44in.
XXL 112-117cm/44-46in.

Great for you: Bamboo’s natural thermo fibre properties will keep you
warmer than cotton in the winter and cooler in the summer, while its micro
fibre provides both absorption and ventilation to help absorb sweat and
keep you 3 to 4 times drier than cotton. Bamboo is naturally antibacterial,
helping you feel fresh and reducing odours.

"Going green has never felt so good." Sarah Bennett, Co-Founder

YouBamboo Women's Leggings. L & XL
Purchase. Black.
£19.99
All sizes below are available in White, Blue or Taupe.

YouBamboo Women's Underwear. M, L & XL.
Purchase. White pack of two.
£19.99

YouBamboo Bedding Set. Single.
Purchase.

£49.99

YouBamboo Women's Nightdress. L & XL.
Purchase. Black.
£19.99

YouBamboo Bedding Set. Double.
Purchase.

£69.99

YouBamboo Bedding Set. King.
Purchase.

£89.99

YouBamboo Bedding Set. Superking.
Purchase.
£99.99
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INCLUDING FREE DELIVERY

Great for our planet: Bamboo requires far less water than cotton to grow,
and is easily grown without the need for pesticides or fertiliser, making it
an eco-friendly choice. Being 100% biodegradable, this can be returned to
the earth. Bamboo absorbs carbon dioxide and releases oxygen back into
the atmosphere. It produces approximately 3000% more yarn per acre
than cotton – that’s 30 times more!

YouBamboo Women's Tank Top. L & XL.
Purchase. Black and White.
£19.99

YouBamboo Women's and Men's Socks.
Purchase. Black, Blue and Grey pair.
£14.99
YouBamboo Men's Boxer Shorts. L, XL & XXL.
Purchase. Black and Blue pair.
£19.99
YouBamboo Men's T-Shirt. L, XL & XXL.
Purchase. Black and White.
£19.99
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R E A DE R S'CHOICE

E

very three months, we love to ask our Facebook followers which
piece of jewellery from Gemporia.com is their favourite
and what makes it stand out. Here are just a few of your fantastic
responses, showing your excellent knowledge of gemstones and the
variety of unique jewellery styles suited to you. As always, we’ve
randomly chosen one lucky winner, so congratulations to Pepper
Munch who has won this beautiful Egyptian Turquoise ring.
Well done Pepper! Keep an eye out for your next chance to win at
Facebook.com/Gemporia.

TUESDAY HUGHES

HANA MASTERS

JULIE BEE

NIGERIAN MORGANITE & DIAMOND 9K
GOLD RING – NFVJ12

NATURAL NIGERIAN BLUE SAPPHIRE &
WHITE ZIRCON 9K GOLD RING – NMBM56

AQUAPRASE™, WHITE & CHAMPAGNE
DIAMOND 9K GOLD EARRINGS – BRTQ25

“My mom bought a Nigerian Blue
Sapphire ring around 12 months
ago from you and I love it. So one
of my own would be amazing.”

“I just love these Aquaprase
earrings, they embody the best of
everything - gorgeous design, a
beautiful gem and they make a
real statement.ˮ

“What an absolutely stunning
Morganite ring. The cut of
the gem is beautiful. I've been
married for years but I've never
had a proper engagement ring so
this would be perfect.ˮ

WINNER
PEPPER MUNCH

EGYPTIAN TURQUOISE STERLING SILVER
ARYONNA RING
OCJJ04

“I absolutely love Turquoise.
Especially this Egyptian Turquoise
ring. It is simply beautiful.ˮ

HEIDI MOORE

EMMA STALLON

LINDA MESSINA

BEKILY COLOUR CHANGE GARNET &
DIAMOND 18K GOLD RING – DXAJ09

SLEEPING BEAUTY TURQUOISE & NEON
APATITE STERLING SILVER RING – BDSV29

TAHITIAN CULTURED PEARL & DIAMOND
9K GOLD NECKLACE – SZVJ95

“I love how the colours pop in
this ring and the centre stone is
my birthstone. Lovely design,
unusual but very wearable.ˮ

‟ I love this necklace. Gemporia
has some of the most beautiful
Pearls and designs.ˮ

‟I have been buying Gemporia
rings since the days when you
were Gems TV in the US! I
have always wanted one of your
limited edition rings because
they are so stunning! This one is
my unicorn and I would love so
much to have it because the depth
of the color is mesmerising!ˮ
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#GEMOLOGYMAG
@GEMPORIA | @JEWELLERYMAKERUK

We love sharing our genuine gemstone and lifestyle imagery with our
Instagram followers and we’d love to see your pictures too. If you want to be
in with a chance to appear in the next issue of Gemology or on our Instagram
page, tag us in your photos, follow us and use the #GemologyMag hashtag.

NEXT
ISSUE
in Gemolog y
We hope you enjoyed this special issue of Gemology magazine, which was
made almost entirely from our own homes. We have another packed edition
planned for next time, and here’s just a little peek at what to expect.

STYLISH WINTER
GEMSTONE LOOKS

As we begin to approach the closing months of this
extraordinary year, we’re looking ahead to the musthave gemstones and fashionable looks of 2021 in our
winter style guide.

89
#NatureGems

98
#RainbowGems

85
#RainbowBracelets

THE QUICK GUIDE TO…

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

You’ll often see the term ‘specific gravity’ used
when talking about gemstone characteristics and
identification. In our next edition, we’ll explore
what this means, and how important it is to the
distinctive look of a gemstone.

79
#Malachite

68
#GoldLeaf

106
#SunsOutGemsOut

GEMSTONE ORIGINS :

AQUAMARINE

Aquamarine has been delighting gemstone
aficionados for at least 2,500 years, and its distinctive
blue-green hue has led to a long-standing association
with the ocean. We’ll be diving into the depths of the
Aquamarine story next time.

65
#OpulantOpal
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94
#PrettyPearls

@GEMPORIA | @JEWELLERYMAKERUK

89
#MotherNature

ALSO...
Another packed JewelleryMaker section full of inspiration and ideas, a look at some of our spectacular winter
homewares, and much, much more. The winter edition will be available with orders from the first week of
November - we hope to see you there.
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ASK
STEVE

this has sadly ended now. They can all
be completed from home, and you can
pick one of the above to get you started
if you’d like to dip your toe in. Gem-A
(the Gemmological Association of Great
Britain) also offers a ‘GemBasics’ distance
learning course that may be more
appropriate, and while there is a charge,
it does come with sample gemstones and
essential gemstone equipment. Do let me
know how you get on if you pursue any
of these.

WITH STE VE BEN N ETT

Do you have a question about our jewellery or gemstones?

Q

Please could we learn more about
Russian Alexandrite? Why is it such
a legend? How much would we have
to spend on a piece today?

hand. As for spend, I’ve seen a top-tier
1ct Russian Alexandrite ring sell for
£9,000 recently. As always, gemstone
prices fluctuate based on many factors,
but Russian Alexandrite is now so
exceedingly rare that we haven’t been
able to bring it to Gemporia for well
over a decade.

Suzanne Jones

A
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Hi Suzanne. Russian Alexandrite is
legendary for its rarity, beauty and
incredible colour change phenomena,
which has been called ‘Emerald by day,
Ruby by night’. Seeing a piece with
your own eyes will confirm just how
perfect this description is. Russia is
where Alexandrite was first discovered,
in the Ural mountains in 1830, and the
stone is named after Tsar Alexander
II (1818 - 1881). These mines have
been open again in recent years, but
produce just a few carats every year.
When you consider that this tiny yield
has to keep the entire mine running,
you can imagine how expensive these
jewels are. Thankfully, we are still able
to enjoy the jewel thanks to more recent
discoveries in India, Brazil, Madagascar
and Sri Lanka, though we are yet to
source any of the latter. Most Russian
Alexandrites traded today are secondG E M O L O G Y — AU T U M N 2 0 2 0

Q

I love gemstones and would like to
learn a little more about them. What
courses would you recommend
and can they be done from home?
Something easy to start?
Angela James

A

Thanks for asking this, Angela. The
one we encourage here is the GIA AJP
(Gemological Institute of America
Applied Jewellery Professional) course,
which a great many of our team have
completed. There are three courses
within this that we recommend to our
team; Jewellery Essentials, Diamond
Essentials and Coloured Stones
Essentials. During the early stages
of the lockdown, this whole course
was being offered for free, although

Q

I was delighted last year to see you
were able to secure a collection of Blue
John from near where I grew up in
Derbyshire. Is there a gemstone that
you have yet to source but would really
like to get your hands on?
Jenny Worrall

A

Hi Jenny. It was a real delight to be
able to bring a homegrown treasure
to Gemporia, and we hope to be able
to source more Blue John (a type of
Fluorite) again soon. Gosh, I’d love to be
able to source some Kashmir Sapphire,
which is widely regarded as the finest
Sapphire source in history. Sadly, given
that the mines have been virtually
abandoned for the last 100 years, it seems
unlikely that we’ll ever be able to source
enough jewels to create a Gemporia
collection with, and that’s quite aside
from how expensive they would be. Still,
it’s always good to live in hope!
Do you have a question you would
like to ask Steve?

Tweet us @gemporia using the hashtag
#GemologyQuestions or email us at
gemology@gemporia.com

FAQS
HOW HAS GEMPORIA ADAPTED IN
LIGHT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
We’ve made significant changes around
our building to ensure our team, and
customers remain as safe as possible
during this unprecedented event. As
well as new handwashing stations
at the entrance, we’ve also set up
a one-way system and placed clear
two-metre distancing markers on the
floor throughout the building. Our IT,
marketing and creative teams have been
working from home since mid-March,
and some of our call centre team started
working from home shortly after. In the
building, team members have been able
to space out and spread onto desks
left empty by those working remotely,
and call centre and warehouse stations
have been divided by perspex barriers.
To allow high-risk personnel to shield
effectively, most departments have
been working with fewer members. We
also aligned shift patterns to reduce
the number of people in the building
at any one time. Gloves, antibacterial
hand wash and antibacterial wipes are
available throughout the building, as
are masks in the warehouse where
our socially distancing colleagues have
to cross paths with one another more
frequently. Our cleaning schedule has
also been increased.
WHY HAVE YOUR DELIVERY AND
RETURN TIMES INCREASED?
We can’t apologise enough for any
delays you may have experienced. It is
down to the knock-on effect of having
fewer staff in the building. We never
take your custom for granted, and at the
time of writing, things are starting to get
back to normal as we continue to adjust
to new ways of working. Thank you for
your kind understanding in these most
unusual times.
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Download Our Apps

UK Television

WAY S T O WA T C H

Watch us live on…
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Gemporia
CHANNEL 665

FREEVIEW 43

CHANNEL 755

CHANNEL 805

Explore our free apps
Gemporia
to enhance
apps toyour
enhance
jewellery
your
jewellery
and
crafting
shopping
shopping
experience.
experience.
Gemporia Jewellery Auctions

JewelleryMaker

Purchase beautiful genuine jewellery at exclusive, affordable prices by
using the Gemporia Jewellery Auctions app to view and participate in

CHANNEL 674

FREEVIEW 73 / 74

CHANNEL 756

CHANNEL 807

our TV auctions. You can view full item details, bid instantly and interact
with the host in the studio. The app also allows you to view recently
shown pieces and grab a last-minute deal, pre-order on popular TV
auctions to avoid missing out and find similar designs to help you build

Watch us Online

your collection. Everyone pays the same lowest price for our limited

See all our channels live online, view full product details, bid instantly and
interact with the studio.
GEMPORIA.COM/AUCTION

JEWELLERYMAKER.COM/AUCTION

run auction pieces, and the app makes buying even simpler. You can
also use the app to keep track of your collection. You’ll find authenticity
certificates and full details of your pieces, all in one place. You can also
submit Viewer’s Voice video reviews for the pieces you own directly
through the app, and your video review may appear on one of our
shows. The app can even help you find your ring size.

IOS/Android Mobile & Tablet Apps
Download our apps to view our live auctions, view full product details, bid
instantly and interact with the studio.
GEMPORIA.COM/APP

JEWELLERYMAKER.COM/MOBILE-APPS

GEMPORIA.COM/APP

JewelleryMaker
With the JewelleryMaker app, it’s easy to watch all your favourite shows,
whether you’re at home or on the move. You can choose whether to
watch the live video or if you’re already watching on TV, you can use the

Subscribe to Our YouTube Channels
Watch live, take a sneak peak at all the behind the scenes exclusives and
learn more about the gemstones, by subscribing to our YouTube channels.
YOUTUBE.COM/GEMPORIA

YOUTUBE.COM/JEWELLERYMAKERUK

app as a companion to get quick access to full product details, images
and reviews. Turning your phone to the side will let you watch the show
full screen, or on your tablet, you can switch between watching in full
screen or with product details and a smaller video by pressing the resize
icon at the top of the app. You can browse other items that have been
shown earlier in the day, and if you’ve missed the demonstration of
an item, or wanted a little more time to think, you can view full details
about any item that is still available to purchase. You can even send a

TV Apps

message directly to the JM studio from your phone or tablet.
JEWELLERYMAKER.COM/MOBILE-APPS

Watch us live on your TV with our apps for smart TVs, streaming sticks and
set top boxes.
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RANDOM
QUESTION
HAVE YOU LEARNED A
NEW SKILL DURING
LOCKDOWN?

Meet The Team

GET
15% OFF*

ALEX ROBERTS | WRITER (JM)
ASHLEY PEARSON | LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
I've taught myself how to fix
some old electronic devices,
and I have also just completed
my GIA education course which
I'm extremely excited about.

CHARLOTTE MELLISH | PHOTOGRAPHER

& FREE STANDARD DELIVERY
ON ANY WEB ORDER
FROM JEWELLERYMAKER.

DAVID TROTH | GEMSTONE EXPERT
DAN MORRIS GIA AJP | EDITOR
DIONNE SPENCER | GRAPHIC DESIGNER (JM)
JAS BANNING | SOCIAL MEDIA EXECUTIVE
NELL ROBERTS | MODEL & RETOUCHER

I have learnt the skill and
patience needed to be a
teacher, homeschooling
my two children. It can be
challenging but also fun!

SAM GERMAIN-SCRIVENS | PHOTOGRAPHER (JM)

I've played the drums on and
off since I was 12, so I bought
a cajón to learn percussion on.
I've also been learning more
about foraging.

USE CODE

GEMOLOGY02
AT THE CHECKOUT

STEVE BENNETT | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

VANESSA GORMAN | ART DIRECTOR, WRITER & FASHION EDITOR

*T&CS: 1 USE PER CUSTOMER. OFFER AVAILABLE ON WEB ONLY PRODUCTS. AUCTION & LIVE SHOW PRODUCTS &
WORKSHOPS ARE EXCLUDED. FREE DELIVERY WILL WORK ON A MIXED ORDER OF WEB AND AUCTION ITEMS.
OFFER ENDS SUNDAY 8TH NOVEMBER 2020.
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